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Coaching 

 
Head Coach Male  
Brad Rodden 
Head Coach Female  
Henry Cameron 
Professional Coaches  
Callum McCarthy, Nick Taylor, Ian West, Aniket Parikh   

 

Address: 

32B Shore Road, Auckland 1050, PO Box 28-068, Remuera, Auckland  

Emails: 

Peter Hickman – pete@parnellcricket.co.nz 

Steve Hurdley – steve@parnellcricket.co.nz 

Website: 

www.parnellcricket.co.nz 

 

 

Rod Smith (left) welcoming the club’s newest life member Craig Presland (right) 
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Chairman’s Report - Jeremy Boucher 

As the end of my first year as your Chairman approaches it gives me great pleasure 

to present my report of what was both a challenging and positive season for our 

Club.   

Covid Delta 

Administrators of cricket clubs tend to be busy in the winter months ensuring that 

clubs are ready for the opening of registrations and the work that needs to be done 

in the August, September and October months of any year to ensure that the season 

successfully launches in early November. Registrations opened in early August 2021 

with the Covid Delta strain working its way through global populations.  As 

Aucklanders, we knew it was somewhat inevitable that the Delta variant would find 

its way into NZ and sure enough on August 17th the 1st case of Delta in the 

community was found and the greater Auckland region was promptly placed into 

Level 4 lockdown.   

The implications were significant for our Club.  The grand opening of the new PCC 

and Grammar Juniors clubrooms was postponed and, crucially, the TJC was once 

more closed to members and guests.  The 1:1 or pre-season agenda that happens 

every year leading into the season couldn’t occur leaving many of our members 

improvising at home and practicing discreetly in their bubbles.  Members didn’t 

register in their usual numbers, uncertain as to what percentage of the season 

would transpire and choosing to retain crucial funds for as long as possible.  Most 

importantly, Covid Delta presented a very real threat to the health of our 

membership and our team.     

I am very pleased to communicate that as a Board, and as a Club, we put the health 

and safety of our team and our members first, ensuring the right protocols were in 

place and that they were fully respected.  Our newly appointed Director of Cricket, 

Peter Hickman, faced into these challenges with maturity and confidence that belied 

his stage in life and the Board rallied around him to support wherever required.  We 

were quick to scenario plan different options for the season, ensuring that we were 

prepared for whatever unfolded as the lockdown restrictions eased.  We moved to 

manage our financial costs to offset the significant reduction to revenue that 

lockdown presented and ensured that as a Club we applied for the NZ Government 

wage subsidy system. 

We would remain in Level 4 until the 5th October when we would move to Level 3 

Stage 1 gradually releasing the tight restrictions leading into 3rd week of October 

when more normal recreation would resume.  Cricket practices and games were 

once again permitted, bats and balls could be shared and the season eventually 

kicked off in mid-November.  Some of my favourite recollections of this easing into 

the season were the ‘bubble based fitness sessions’ that ran on Saturday mornings 
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with pods of juniors moving around exercise stations on Shore Road followed by the 

in house T20 games played by many year groups in the junior club before the ACA 

competitions eventually started in mid-November.  The games were played in a 

great spirit as frustrated children and teenagers were finally allowed to play the 

game they love.  It was equally rewarding to see huge groups of senior players 

participating in the men’s and women’s Clubs.  Schools were forbidden from 

providing an option for college age players and having so many of them arrive for 

Club pre-season was great to see. 

Financial Results 
 
A positive result in a very challenging year.  Overall, as a Club we delivered a small 
profit of $6842.  We successfully controlled our costs at a time when our revenue 
was down for the reasons articulated above.  We have continued to invest in 
Coaching which is key to our philosophy and we have continued to invest across the 
Club as we have needed to do.  Membership subs were slightly down in a year 
where subscriptions were held flat to acknowledge the tighter belts that a Covid 
environment has generated.  The wage subsidy was helpful and we are confident 
that we can replace this wage subsidy income with income from other sources.  The 
raffle was again a success and we thank the Junior Club in particular for their 
participation in this key Club initiative.  My thanks go to Greg James for his financial 
leadership through these challenging times.  We are in a strong space from your 
guidance.  Thank you. 
 
Greg James Hon. Treasurer  

 
 

 
 

Senior Women 
 

Our senior women’s cricket programme has again had a positive year.  Our Women’s 
Prems under the coaching of Henry Cameron and the captaincy of Yaz Kareem had 
some strong performances combined with some challenging game day outcomes.  
Pace of play was an issue on a festival Saturday at Cornwall and we had some 
challenges with weather and umpiring decisions that didn’t quite go our way at 
times in key games. The season finished strongly but the overall mid table standings 
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didn’t reflect the aspirations of our team.  They will be looking to set the bar high for 
the next season and learn from the situations that they experienced this year.  Our 
Women’s Prem Reserves team performed well again with many of our youth players 
joining our reserve squad each week alongside our senior players (with a few cameo 
innings from Emily Drumm) enabling us to field a strong team each week even when 
our MA players were unavailable. Sadly, we did not have a dedicated Prem Reserve 
Coach in place this season, but were lucky to have Mandy Callender and Dominic 
Drumm step in to support Henry and the wider Prem squad managing and coaching 
our reserves side. Our very able captain Amity Drake led the Prem Reserves through 
their T20 comp pre-Christmas. Post-Christmas we lost Amity to the South with 
Wilmarie Pretorius taking the lead through the Limited Over comp. With this years 
competition being truncated by Covid we did not get a chance to play all teams but 
finished strongly in both formats. Success at Prem Reserve level for our Women is 
crucial to the development of the programme at Parnell and to the future success of 
our Women’s Prems. My thanks go to both Gemma Lord and to Mandy Callender on 
our Board, for the work that has been done through the season and for the strong 
foundations that are being laid for the future. 

Investing in our Girls Programmes 

This year we had 5 girls only teams; two in the U16 HB Competition, one in the 
U13HB and two in the U11 Softball Competition. Although a short season, the teams 
hit the ground running as soon as Covid restrictions were lifted. Our girls 
programme sees all our players training on a Tuesday evening at Martyn Wilson 
Fields with pro-coaching led by Henry Cameron, members of our Premier Women 
squad and our seasoned parent coaches. Our teams continue to be well supported 
by our motivated parent group actively involved in coaching, managing, scoring and 
umpiring. Our girls success this year is in no small part due to our ongoing 
investment in girls coaching complementary to all the hours put in by our parent 
volunteers 

 
Senior Men 

 
Covid wasn’t the only challenge that our Club had to deal with in the lead in to the 
2021 – 2022 season.  At the start of August, our Men’s Premier coach, Ian West, was 
elevated to the Aces Assistant Coach role for the season.  As well as being delighted 
to see ‘Westy’ progress to this opportunity, we were left short of a Men’s Prem 
team coach for the season just when we needed one most.  Quickly, Brad Rodden 
registered his interest to move from being one of our most successful players and 
captains into the world of Coaching.  We moved to secure Brad`s services and look 
back on the 2021 – 22 season pleased with the way he made the transition from 
player to coach and with the way he handled his previous team mates.  The maturity 
and commitment that he showed through the season, ensuring the team stayed 
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focused on their goals and that their cricket was to a high level was great to watch.  
It was also great to see some new faces rise to the challenges of Premier Cricket and 
to see Flynn McGregor-Sumpter step up into the captaincy.  He and his team are to 
be congratulated on a very positive season.  We were competitive in both the T20 
and the Jeff Crowe Cup competitions and will look forward to going one step further 
in 2022 – 23.   
 
Our Men’s Prem reserves coached by Callum McCarthy and captained by Eddie 
Commons played some excellent cricket in both their competitions making the final 
in the T20 comp.  The final was held in front of a considerable crowd at Devonport 
Domain vs North Shore.  Our team were superb in the field restricting North Shore 
to 98 runs from 20 overs and as the openers emerged there was good reason for 
optimism from the Parnell faithful.  Sadly, our innings fell short and North Shore 
lifted the trophy as the sun set on the domain.  Our team should be commended on 
an excellent season.  They too will look forward to building on their success in the 
coming 2022 – 23 season. 
 
Our other Men’s teams went well through the season with our 3rds and 4ths 
(Prunes) generating some good cricket and results. My thanks go to our Senior Club 
Chair, Ganesh Ratnasabapathy for the work that has been done in his first season as 
our Senior Chair.     
 

Representative Honours 
 
We have again seen some strong representation through the higher echelons of our 
game and it is pleasing to see so many representative players either emerging from 
or coming to PCC to play their cricket.   
 
- Will Somerville/Mark Chapman/Lockie Ferguson – Blackcaps  
- Lockie – IPL winner 
- Flynn McGregor-Sumpter, Ollie Pringle, Ben Horne, Nikith Perera, Lockie, Mark 

and Will – Auckland Aces  
- Cate Perderson (CD), Sam Barriball, Emma Baker and Shriya Naidu (all ND) 
 

Cate Pederson represented Central Districts during the season 
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Clubrooms 

 
We have bedded in the new clubrooms successfully through the past 8 months or 
so.  Establishing a contract with our supplier Asahi and learning how to handle kegs 
was a reasonable learning curve.  We have working Wi-Fi, stronger security and we 
have remedied the hiccups that we experienced as we ran our first events and 
gatherings.    
 
Community remains a key pillar of our PCC Strategy going forward and our 
clubrooms are at the heart of this goal.  We will pull together a strong social 
calendar for the upcoming season, kicking off with events from September this year.  
We are looking at events that range from guest speakers, to quiz and club nights.  
The bar is likely to be open from Wednesday through to Saturday and on game day 
Sundays.  As we build more experience and as we understand the needs of our 
community we will flex these hours accordingly.  The clubrooms will also be open for 
corporate hire and we would encourage our community to consider the clubrooms 
for any school / class / year group drinks.  Parking is free, the drinks are affordable, 
we can organise food to suit and crucially, the revenue supports our Club.   
 
 
 

 
 
  

Parnell Trust. 
  
Many of our members will be aware of the Peter A Badley PCC memorial trust that 
was established in 2008.  The purpose of this trust is to support the growth and 
development of the both the members of Parnell Cricket Club and Parnell Cricket 
Club.  For many years the funds have been under management and they have 
provided a number of key investments into the Club, and members, including 
significant contributions to the TJC and to the new Clubrooms.  The Board of the 
Trust is currently chaired by our President Rod Smith with support from trustees 
Daniel Minhinnick, Mike Simpson, Craig Speakman, Bryan Haggitt and Mark 
Andrews.  We have aspirations to grow the funds under management to ensure we 
have sufficient funds to drive future investments in the Club.  We welcome any 
interest that members may have with regards to donations of any size and or 
bequests.  My thanks go to Rod Smith for his leadership in this crucial part of our 
Club. 
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Junior Club 

  
I have already mentioned the somewhat challenging start to the season and the 
excellent fitness and interclub games that kicked off the Junior Club season.  The 
inter club competitive season kicked off in early December and proved to be a 
positive one that was largely uninterrupted by further Covid outbreaks and where 
the weather played ball.  We once again turned out a huge number of teams 
reflecting the broadly positive health of our Junior Club.  Teams played mid-week, 
Saturday and Sunday, taking advantage of T20 and T30 cricket with the occasional 
game of slightly longer format in the older age groups of the JT Sparling series.  The 
JT Sparling Series was again successful and it was great to see 2 PCC teams 
competing for the interclub trophies.  
  
Our focus in our Junior Club remains on high quality coaching and on getting the 
balance of participation and performance right so the enjoyment levels of all our 
players are the highest they can be.  The holiday and winter programmes that we 
have in place are the best the Club has ever offered.  The quality of the coaching is 
fantastic and the programmes are excellent.  
  
We are also very focused on broadening our base of membership particularly in the 
year 5-8 age groups.  Our Friday night cricket for years 0-2 is a great feature of our 
Club made all the better for the new Clubrooms.  I recommend this Friday night 
experience to our whole Club and ask that you spread the word to recruit as many 
new age 5-6 players as possible.  
  
Our Junior Chair – Gareth McCulloch – has had a fantastic first year in his role.  He is 
well placed to lead our Junior Club to new heights and I am looking forward to 
working with him to do so.  Thank you Gareth for your contribution. 
 
 
 

Other Initiatives  
 
This past season we have tried hard to embrace some new initiatives that we are 
keen to communicate for the record and for your interest.   
- We hosted the NZ Blind Cricket Association on Thomas Bloodworth Park for 2 

days of play.  The field was specifically laid out to their configurations and 
Donna and the Blind Caps team thoroughly enjoyed their experience and the 
support that we provided.  We hope this is the start of a relationship that we 
can nurture. 

- We attempted to connect with our local Iwi Ngati Whatua Orakei.  We are 
keen to generate a stronger association between our Club and our local Iwi 
and believe that we can introduce the game of cricket to more people in our 
community through this stronger association.  It remains a work in progress for 
us and we would welcome any support to bring this to life. 
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- We bought and installed a defibrillator at the start of this year.  We hope that 
this medical instrument doesn’t get used but that if it does it saves the life of 
anyone in our broader circle of influence.  Your awareness of this machine 
being on the wall by our clubroom could save a life.  We commend it to you.  

 
Sponsors 
 

I would like to thank our sponsors for their generous support of our Club.  Our two 
main sponsors, Ascot Radiology (now known as Astra Radiology) and Players Sports 
have been instrumental in their financial contributions which have contributed 
significantly to the coaching and administration of our Club.    I would also like to 
thank our other sponsors who have generously supported the Club.  
 
We always welcome new sponsors and would be interested to hear from anyone 
who is keen to make a financial contribution or indeed any contribution to the Club.   
 
 

Thank You 
 
I want to take this opportunity to sincerely thank a number of our team and 
supporters without whom we simply can’t deliver as we do.   
- Thank you to all the captains of our teams at all levels for the spirit in which 

you play the game.  You set the tone that PCC as a Club is recognised for.  We 
appreciate the leadership you show. 

- Thank you to all the coaches of teams throughout our Club from year 2 to the 
senior grades.  Coaching is a fundamental pillar of what our Club is about.  We 
will continue to put more energy into your development, and we are grateful 
for your commitment. 

- Thank you to all of you who have managed teams through this season 
corralling your players and coaches to the right place at the right time and 
handling the challenges that come your way is no easy task. 

- Thank you to our volunteer grade coordinators without who we simply 
couldn’t run the Junior Club.  Your effort, energy, time and commitment are all 
much appreciated.  We will continue to offer you the support you need to help 
us in the way you do.  

- Thank you to our PCC team of administrators, coaches and bar staff.  Peter, 
Steve, Brad, Callum, Henry, Matt and Thais – thank you for all you have done 
through what has been a challenging season.   

- Thank you to our Director of Cricket, Peter Hickman.  This past season has 
been nothing short of a baptism of fire.  As a Board, we are pleased with the 
way we have handled the challenges that have been thrown at us and you 
have our full support.  We are looking forward to the growth that our Club will 
have with you at our helm.   

- Thank you to our groundsman Dave and to all the team at Auckland Council 
who have helped us with the preparation of Shore Road and Orakei Domain.  
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Our grounds have again been good and we are grateful what they have done 
for us.  

- Thank you to Orakei Local Board who have shown a strong interest in the 
development plans that we have been working on.  We are looking forward to 
engaging with you over the coming months so see Shore Road and Thomas 
Bloodworth continue to develop for the Club and the community. 

 
 

My last thank you is to my Board.  I have been fortunate to inherit some passionate 
Board members who have seen all there is to see at PCC.  Rod and Craig provide us 
with a strong sense of what has been done in the past to help us guide the future.  
Greg, Gemma and I have both been on our Board for a number of years now 
providing leadership in our areas of responsibility.  New to our Board this year have 
been Ganesh, Mandy and Gareth.  All three of these individuals have added 
considerably to the Board table with fresh thinking and challenging ideas.   
 
We have recently completed a review of our Strategic Plan and we will retain much 
of what has served us well in the past and combine it with some new initiatives 
going forward.  The discussions were inspiring and the direction is engaging.  We will 
share it with our community in due course.   
 
We aspire to be the best cricket club in NZ and I am excited to lead our Board as we 
head forward towards that goal.    
 
I am looking forward to seeing you over the coming months, thank you for your 
support through what was a challenging year and wish you well for the 2022 – 23 
season ahead. 
 
JEREMY BOUCHER 
PCC Chair. 
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Editorial - Parnell CC on the World Stage 

Over the past 12 months two PCC players have taking the winning ways of Parnell CC 

onto the International scene with Will Somerville and Lockie Ferguson winning the 

World Test Championship and IPL respectively.  

Lockie famously bowled the fastest ball recorded at the IPL in the final against the 

Rajasthan Royals sending down a 157.3 kmph thunderbolt to Jos Buttler eclipsing his 

previous quickest recorded delivery a 154.9 ball against Bangladesh for the 

Blackcaps in a 2019 T20 in Napier. Lockie was his usual economical self in the final, 

his three overs costing just 22 runs, as his Gurjarat Titans team coasted to victory in 

their debut season. Lockie played 13 games in the competition taking 12 wickets 

with a best haul of 4/28.  

Somerville played three test`s in the WTC cycle for the Blackcaps contributing eight 

wickets and 56 runs with a highest score of 40 against Sri Lanka in Galle. While he 

wasn`t on hand for NZ`s triumph in the final against India he was there to lift the 

WTC mace when it arrived on New Zealand shores and was part of the celebration 

tour around the country. Will did feature in two test matches in the past 12 months 

both coming against India. Perhaps his most notable contribution came with the bat 

when he helped NZ secure a draw batting for 110 balls as nightwatchman - his 

abilities with the bat will come as no surprise to those who have seen him play at 

Shore Road including averaging over 200 with the bat during the 2020/21 Premier 

season.  

Both Lockie and Mark Chapman were named in the Blackcaps squad for the World 

T20 however neither featured with Lockie ruled out pre-tournament due to injury 

and Chappy not selected in a playing 11. Both did feature in the subsequent tour to 

India with Chappy hitting a highest score of 63 in Jaipur and was then named in the 

Black Caps squad to play the Netherlands at home in March however had to 

withdraw from the squad due to illness.  

  

 

Lockie Ferguson in full 

flight  
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Editorial - Strong Parnell = Strong Auckland 

 

The Auckland Aces 2021/22 season will go down as one of the best in the 

association`s history winning both the 4-Day Plunket Shield and 50 over Ford Trophy 

competitions for just the second time since multiple formats began being played in a 

season more than 50 years ago. With this success it was unsurprising to see 

Auckland`s campaigns led by a large contingent of Parnell CC players who have 

become accustomed to winning trophies over the last few seasons. To add even 

more PCC flavour to these successes the winning runs in both formats were brought 

up by `Peaches`.  

On 26th February Mark Chapman struck the winning runs in the Ford Trophy final, as 

he did two years earlier the previous time the Aces lifted a trophy. On this occasion 

Chappy smashed a strong CD attack all over Queenstown Events Centre with 

International bowlers Seth Rance, Doug Bracewell, Blair Tickner and Adam Milne no 

match for the Parnell left hander as he finished 92 not out from just 75 balls. Earlier 

that day Lockie Ferguson was at his World Class best taking 4/32 from his 10 overs 

while Will Somerville continued to show why is still one of the best cricketers in New 

Zealand as he bowled another miserly spell to help restrict the Stags and effecting 

two direct run outs from the field. Ben Horne also got in on the act claiming 4 

catches behind the stumps while Ollie Pringle was also named in the squad however 

the Aces couldn`t squeeze another Peach into the starting 11 and Ollie was left to 

carry drinks for the occasion.  

 

 

Ben Horne, pictured here on his way to another PCC century, was captain of the 

Aces the day they secured the Plunket Shield  

Ollie did however have a say the day the Aces secured the Plunket Shield for the first 

time in seven years as he struck Ajaz Patel, fresh of a 10 wicket haul for the 

Blackcaps, for a huge six over long off to bring up the bonus point that was required 
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to bring home the shield. At the non strikers end was Parnell captain Flynn 

McGregor-Sumpter who was making a successful first class debut scoring a maiden 

half century against an International calibre attack led by Patel and Tickner. Horne, 

an ever present for the Aces through both successful campaigns, was captain of the 

Aces on the day the Shield was secured and he chose this match to deliver his 

highest score of the season striking 89 not out on the final day. With Lockie en route 

to the IPL and Chapman in the Blackcaps squad there was room for more Parnell 

presence as Somerville was also the side with Nikith Perera also called up to the 

squad having finished another impressive season which concluded with a stunning 

seven wicket haul against North Shore.  

 

 

Nikith Perera received his first Aces call up during the season 

In total seven Parnell players were named in Aces squads last season and 

undoubtedly the winning habits they learnt at Shore Road helped secure the 

silverware for Auckland.  

While Auckland were not as successful in the T20 format Lockie and Chapman both 

showed why they are now regulars in the Blackcaps white ball squads. Lockie was 

the second leading wicket taker in the SuperSmash taking 17 wickets with the third 

best dot ball percentage. Chappy was the Aces second highest run scorer with two 

fifties to his name.  

Both players went even better in the Ford Trophy. Lockie took the most wickets in 

the competition (14) and returned best figures of 6/34 while a staggering 70% of his 

balls bowled were dots. Chappy was the second leading run scorer in the 

competition amassing 465 runs at an excellent average of 51.67. Somers was 

reliable as ever taking 11 wickets with an impressive economy under 4.5. Hornet 
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added valuable lower order runs throughout the competition at a healthy strike rate 

of 107 whilst Ollie made his mark with a crucial 4/51 in the final group game of the 

competition against CD.  

In the Plunket Shield Will once again showed why he is a test match quality tweaker 

taking the most wickets of any spinner in the longest format, his 22 wickets costing 

just 20 runs a piece. Will also cemented his all rounder status averaging over 30 with 

the bat while Flynn`s impressive debut innings should lead to more opportunities 

next season.  

While Ollie was surprisingly not offered a contract by the Aces for the coming 

season the other six players that featured last season should all do so again next 

year. There are also several more Parnell players on the fringes of the squad with 

Aniket Parikh, KV Prakash, Henry King and Ruben Clinton all featuring for Auckland A 

during last season  

 

 

 

MEN’S 1ST CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 

 
GK Turton                 RJ Yates                   JHP Kissling  
W Gardiner Hugh B Lusk                               HW Lawson  
W Wheeler IJ Mills   RG Holle  
CB King                      JA Nicholson  TL Elliott   
FJ Ohlson                   EL Wright  B Totman 
W Robertson Harold B Lusk  WNB Lusk  
WB Stephens C Restieaux                                 F Barclay  
FR Mason C Olliff   EV Sale   
A Kerr                        AH Anthony  SH Ellis   
AO Jones                   RC Somervell  H Wright 
ER Woods FS Middleton  H Simpson  
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LG Hemus EG McLeod                                 PE Whitelaw  
SAR Badeley AW McCoy  AF Wensley  
HG Vivian                  SC Hay   WM Wallace  
B Sutcliffe* SJ Matthews  BH Warner 
WJ Wheeler FE Hemmingson  JA Hayes  
KR Deas                  AC Roberts                                 AG Putt   
GO Rabone BJ Sorenson  RW Morgan  
PB McGregor           ED Giles   RE Sutton  
JR Carson  MG Burgess  TW Jarvis 
SW Kohlhase R Edwards  AR Hounsell  
RD Bennett GM Wallace                               TJ Franklin  
RA Aitken                   SR Tracy                   RP Brazendale  
TG McIntosh            NKW Horsley  MH Richardson  
AC Parore MG Cairns  CS Martin  
SB Styris                  GJ Hopkins  DW Houpapa  
AD Bullick* NM Turner                   BP Martin  
LH Ferguson SET Friday  MS Chapman  
BJ Horne                  WER Somerville  JMM Bevin**  
CJ Anderson            OMR Pringle  BR Rodden 
F McGregor-Sumpter 
 
Note: 1.  *B Sutcliffe and AD Bullick played for Otago and **JMM Bevin 

for Oxford University whilst being Parnell members:  
2.  Three current Men’s Premier Grade members, played 1st Class 
cricket prior to joining the Club:- BJ Rae (Canterbury), BR Rodden 
(Otago) and AA Parikh (Auckland)  

 

WOMEN’S PROVINCIAL REPRESENTATIVES 

Women’s 1st Class or Hallyburton Johnson Shield 
 

AJ Hooper/Hansen SF White          SL Kelly  
AM McKee  LRVS Harford               EC Drumm  
MK Tyler  RJ Kember          KS Hill  
SM Bullen                EB Komp          N Scripps  
VJ Lind   NJ Browne          TM Gould 
MP Murphy  OR Lobb          SR Naidu  
Y Kareem                           C Pederson                   E Baker  
S Barriball 
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Our most recent women`s provincial reps – Cate Pederson (CD), Sam Barriball & 

Emma Baker (both ND) 

 

 

Parnell CC International and Provincial Representatives – 2021-22 Season 

 

 

 

Ben Horne was an ever present for the Aces this season in their Ford Trophy and 

Plunket Shield winning campaigns 

Blackcaps  

Lockie Ferguson                Mark Chapman                      Will Somerville 

Provincial  

Lockie Ferguson               Mark Chapman                       Will Somerville 

Ollie Pringle                      Ben Horne                                Flynn McGregor-Sumpter 
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Shriya Naidu (ND)            Emma Baker(ND)                    Cate Pederson (CD) 

Sam Barriball (ND) 

Provincial A (not including those who played for their full provincial side as well) 

Nikith Perera                   Aniket Parikh                          KV Prakash 

Ruben Clinton                 Henry King                              Yaz Kareem  

Renee Macmillan            Madison Curran                     Olivia Anderson 

Provincial U19  

Nikith Perera                  KV Prakash                              Ella Drumm (Otago) 

 

 

 KV Prakash made his Auckland U19, Auckland A & Parnell Premier debut in 

2021/22 
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Brad Rodden 

Captain to Coach – A Transition 

 

Brad Rodden will go down in Parnell Cricket Club history as arguably it`s most 

successful premier men`s captain. Rodden, who took over as skipper at the 

beginning of the 2018/19 season from another of PCC`s most decorated skippers 

Dave Goddard, led the team to two Jeff Crowe Cup titles and the Hedley Howarth 

trophy in his three seasons at the helm, all while scoring over 1000 runs, smashing 5 

centuries and representing the Auckland Aces in both the Ford Trophy and T20 

SuperSmash competitions. 

After finishing the 2020/21 season on a high, with another Jeff Crowe Cup secured, 

Rodden wasn`t sure what was going to come next but jumped at the opportunity to 

take on a new role as premier coach for the 2021/22 campaign with the chance to 

help continue to build on the teams recent success being too good to turn down. 

“I was lucky enough to be captain for three years in a very special period. The 

culture that existed, the calibre of players we had, the brand of cricket we played 

and the overall feeling around the club was something I wanted to remain involved 

with in some capacity. To be honest I hadn`t thought about coaching until I got the 

call but I didn`t need much convincing once I knew the opportunity was there.” 

While the 2021/22 season was Brad`s first coaching role within PCC the 33-year-old 

has a strong pedigree with some diverse experiences both in New Zealand and 

overseas which, unknowingly at the time, linked him to Parnell long before he set 

foot on Shore Road. 

“I coached from the moment I left school until I moved up to Auckland for work five 

years ago. I started in Dunedin working in the Milo cricket programme and worked 
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my way up to coaching some Dunedin Metro sides and the Otago U15 team. I also 

held several player/coaching roles overseas and was lucky enough to lead the 

Craigengower Cricket Club from Hong Kong on a tour to the West Indies which was a 

fantastic experience. That side included both Giacomo Lamplough and Greg James, 

although to be honest most of the coaching I did with Greg was in the bar rather 

than on the field”. 

 

Whilst Brad was excited for his new role on the other side of the boundary line, 

many, himself included, wondered how he would find his first summer in a none 

playing capacity:’ 

“I was asked that question a lot and to be honest I found it easier than I thought it 

would be transitioning out of playing and into coaching. With how good the fellas 

are, and the calibre of cricketer we have, it was easy to trust that more often than 

not they would put in the work and get the job done. Personally, it was also really 

enjoyable to get a change in perspective and learn different ways to influence 

without actually stepping onto the field”. He continued “It would have been naïve of 

me to think I could have just coached the same way I captained. When you’re 

leading on the field you can direct traffic a little bit and try to move the game in 

certain directions but when you’re on the side you have to trust that the work we`ve 

done during the week has prepared the team to perform once they cross the white 

line”. 

While Rodden`s captaincy stint led the premier men`s team to arguably it`s most 

successful three- year period in it`s history, he was presented with multiple 

challenges leading into the 2021/22 campaign with not only a covid lockdown 

delaying the season but Brad was also left to build almost a brand new premier side 

following Ben Rae`s retirement, the departure of Fanie de Villiers and Andy Lane, 

Josh Fisher`s move to the UK and Rodden himself moving away from the playing 

side. Despite this the team only just fell agonisingly short of a fourth consecutive 

final missing out on run rate after the fixture against bottom club Howick Pakuranga 
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was washed out. While the coach would have been delighted to raise another 

trophy, seeing younger players making debuts and taking on bigger roles within the 

side, without a noticeable dip in performance, was what Brad found most 

rewarding: 

“The Howick game was certainly a tough one to take. We know how well a Parnell 

team plays in a final so to miss out on run rate due to a washout was tough. 

However, we probably let ourselves down once or twice during the season meaning 

things weren`t totally in our control heading into that last game. Notwithstanding 

that however the real highlight personally was handing some younger guys, lads 

such as Max Chaplin and KV Prakash, debuts and opportunities to perform. Those 

are moments you remember as a player so to get the opportunity to facilitate that 

for others is very rewarding and, given the ability of the lads we lost over the winter, 

to perform at almost the exact same level shows how strong we are as a club”. 

Looking ahead planning for 2022/23 is well underway and the club can expect to see 

a lot of Brad in his role moving forward: 

“When I first took on the role I wasn`t sure if coaching was something I`d look to 

long term but as the season went on the more I enjoyed learning about it and all the 

little things that are involved to make the team click. I have also loved my time at 

the club since moving to Auckland, of course the results on field have been good, 

but the people around the place who put their heart and soul into driving it forward 

have created a very special environment and I’m committed to doing my bit to help 

keep building the club both on and off the field.  

“For the season ahead obviously the goal will be to go one step further and win 

another championship but the current focus is on pre-season where we are keen to 

connect the prems and reserves squads and set clear expectations of what we want 

to achieve through the season, how Parnell is going to play it`s cricket and really 

define why we commit so much of our time to achieving on field success.” 

All the best to Brad and the Premier Men`s team for the 2022/23 season. 
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Senior Awards  
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Nikith Perera won multiple awards over the course of the season 

 

Premier Men 

Coach – Brad Rodden 

A covid disrupted season presented opportunity for several young cricketers which 

was fantastic to be a part of. Although we were somewhat ‘rebuilding’ after the 

departure of some experienced players from the previous season, we all knew we 

had the skill and firepower to be competitive, and we were. Just as importantly, 

enjoyment factor was high right throughout the season and our culture of high 

performance mixed with loads of fun continued.  

A clutch 50th over bowling display by Dean Van Deventer got us over the line in our 

first one day game of the season against East Coast Bays conceding just 3 runs from 

the last over, ECB needing just 6 from it. Josh Plummer and Ruben Clinton joined us 

as debutants in this game, Ruben blasting 57 from 30 balls making his presence felt 

immediately. Two disappointing losses followed, bringing one win from just three 

games prior to Christmas after a delayed start to the season. Critical learnings were 

taken by all from these three games, skillfully displayed during a post-Christmas 

winning run of seven games (both one day and T20 cricket).  

Dean Van Deventer and Will Ormiston set the tone for us after our Christmas break, 

Dean bagging 5 wickets in the first innings and Will amassing 79 runs in a winning 

run chase against Cornwall at Shore Road. This fixture also welcomed young 

Keertivaasan Prakash into the fold scoring 47 on debut, KV would go on to play a 

prominent role in our middle order for the season and has a bright future ahead of 

him. From here, we would go on to beat Grafton in our first T20 match of the 

seasons campaign, Nikith Perera stamping his mark early showing his class with a 
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return of 3/9 from his 4 overs. Several wins followed with some notable 

performances along the way - Dean’s 5 wicket haul against Eden Roskill, a clinical 

T20 batting run chase led by our captain Flynn McGregor-Sumpter scoring 61 not 

out from 45 balls against HPCC, and a brutal T20 68 from 33 balls by Ruben Clinton 

against ERCC. Our most resounding win of the season came shortly after, amassing 

343 batting first against Takapuna CC at Onewa Domain, conceding just 126 in 

return. Josh Plummer, Flynn McGregor-Sumpter, Aniket Parikh (95 from 79 balls) 

and Dean Van Deventer (58 from 28 balls) the main destroyers with the bat. Bowling 

quartet Ganesh Ratnasabapathy, Dean, Henry King and Nikith (4 wickets) did the 

damage with the ball. A clinical display and a performance that would rank with one 

of the best I have seen by a premier club cricket side.  

 

 

Aniket Parikh (above) struck 95 from 79 balls against Takapuna  

Unfortunately, two T20 losses on the same Sunday during late January meant our 

T20 competition title hopes were dashed, a format we’ll be paying close attention to 

during the ‘22/’23 season. Our focus shifted back to one day cricket, a format we 

have been very successful in over the past three seasons, our current side as capable 

of winning the competition as any. We won five games of our last eight and had one 

tie, just inches away playing in a fourth consecutive one day final missing out by the 

narrowest of margins. It was fantastic to have Mark Chapman, Ben Horne, Will 

Somerville and Ollie Pringle all play for us in one game against HPCC of which we 

won comfortably, Josh Plummer scoring 113 off 112. In the last of our games - Dean 

took 5 for 35 against NSCC, we had an emphatic eight wicket win over AUCC, Flynn 

scored a winning hundred against ERCC during our run chase and we tied with 

Takapuna CC in a nail biter, Harry Young having joined the club at the start of the 

season almost getting us over the line with a measured 40 runs.  
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Having narrowly missed out on the one-day final, our mission was to put out a 

performance in the last game of the season (third and fourth playoff) we could be 

proud of, and we did exactly that. Batting first, we amassed 245, Aniket scoring a 

classy 60. Then we witnessed something special – Nikith took 7 wickets for 23 runs 

from his 10 overs, a fantastic achievement and one of the best bowling displays by a 

PCC premier cricketer in recent times. A great way to finish on a high and sign off 

from a largely successful season in many ways. 

There are a lot of positives to take away from the PCC Premier season, a lot of great 

opportunities taken and some top-quality cricket played along the way with loads of 

enjoyment. There were many key learnings for individuals and for us as a team for 

which will make us an even stronger unit heading into the ‘22/’23 season. 

 

Standout performances: 

Team: 

One day match vs ERCC – PCC 283 vs ERCC 148 

One day match vs Takapuna – PCC 343 vs TDCC 126 

Individual: 

Ben Horne – 111 (90) vs AUCC, 11 Dec 2021 (Jeff Crowe one day match) 

Dean Van Deventer – 5/37 vs Cornwall CC, 8 Jan 2022 (Jeff Crowe one day match) 

Dean Van Deventer – 5/17 vs Eden Roskill CC, 15 Jan 2022 (Jeff Crowe one day 

match) 

Josh Plummer – 113 (112) vs HPCC, 29 Jan 2022 (Jeff Crowe one day match) 

Dean Van Deventer – 5/35 vs NSCC, 5 Feb 2022 (Jeff Crowe one day match) 

Flynn McGregor-Sumpter – 105 (88) Vs ERCC, 5 March, 2022 (Jeff Crowe one day 

match) 

Aniket Parikh – 5/38 vs Takapuna District CC, 12 March 2022 (Jeff Crowe one day 

match) 

Nikith Perera – 7/23 vs NSCC, 26 March 2022 (Jeff Crowe one day match) 

Thank you to volunteers: 
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There are too many to mention, but a huge thank you to all that help us out along 

the way, we absolutely could not do it without you and the PCC Premier squad is 

very grateful. A huge amount of work goes on behind the scenes to get us on the 

park that allow us to focus on performing, we have you to thank for this. 

A notable mention to Jocelyn Goodger, our wonderful scorer who is always with us 

through thick and thin and runs an incredibly tidy score book and a special mention 

to Ben Sinclair, my assistant coach for the season, Ben fitted in seamlessly and was 

great to have around the environment.  

Flynn McGregor-Sumpter - Captain 

“Last summer was a great season for the Parnell Premier side. Although we weren’t 

able to win any trophies, there was still a heck of a lot of team success and 

individual performances that were worthy of celebrating.  

Due to the fact that we lost almost half of our side from the previous season, we 

were able to give more opportunities to younger players, as well as use a large 

squad across the season. This was probably the most satisfying aspect of the season, 

as everyone took their chances and contributed to the side.  

I’m very much looking forward to building on our successes from last season this 

coming summer.” 

 

 

Head Coach Brad Rodden alongside his assistant Ben Sinclair  
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Premier Reserves 

 

       

Coach Callum McCarthy (left) and Captain Eddie Commons  

CALLUM:  

Overall summary of the season - the 2021/2022 season was an extraordinary 

season for all of us! With the delayed start to the season due to covid everyone was 

itching to get on the field as soon as we could, this also meant that our school 

leavers would be playing their first full season as a senior member due to no school 

cricket and with this in mind we were looking forward to the challenge ahead to 

retain the one-day title.  

We had our familiar faces within the reserves with the likes of Eddie Commons (our 

new captain), Giacomo Lamplough, Prashant Dhanjee, Vatsal Desai, Callum Douglas, 

Jack Parsons, Simon Walker, Nathan Robinson, Matt James, and Razin Bharde. Plus, 

some new faces into the mix, Harry Sinclair, Daniel Presland, Ujval Gupta, Max 

Chaplin, Harry Young, Gurpreet Singh, Keshan Narsai to name just a few. 

Throughout the season there was some highs and some lows, in the one-day 

competition we came 3rd and in the T20 competition we finished runners up. With 

the lows, narrowly missing out on finishing in the top 2 for the one-day comp on the 

second from last round. With the cases rising it was only a matter of time before it 

would have an impact on our players with isolation, close contacts etc. Also, we had 

reached the T20 final for the first time in the reserve’s history, we put up a great 

fight against North Shore but unfortunately, we fell on the last straight chasing 

down a low total, obviously disappointing for everyone on the day! In the mix of all 

of this, a lot of highs with the reserves. There were opportunities for some boys who 

came through into the reserves that went to play prems this season (Vatsal, CD, Raz, 

Max, Harry Young), I really hope that they have the motivation and the belief to try 

and push a spot into the prems for next season. This also meant that opportunities 

came around for some lads in the 3’s to play reserves and moulded within the group 
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very easily. I will look forward to seeing the next line of players in the upcoming 

season.  

Standout performances – 

Dan Presland was our top runs scorer this season with 436 runs in 12 innings at an 

average of 43.6 and a top score of 112* against the title winners, Grafton.  

In the bowling department our leading wicket taker was Prashant Dhanjee who took 

25 wickets for the season at an average of 16.28, which included a spectacular 5/27 

on the final day to claim 3rd spot against East Coast Bays. Closely followed by Razin 

Bharde who took 21 wickets with best figures of 4/22 against Cornwall with an 

average of 17.81. 

Highlights - There were a couple of highlights of the season at Parnell, firstly with 

the pandemic affecting the season and with bubbles in place it was hard to mingle in 

with other groups to train together. And with this in mind, being able to adapt the 

very last min with selections which allowed players to either go up into another 

team or having more of a senior role and take some leadership. I think we did this 

well and effectively. Secondly, I think the bond of the club is getting stronger by the 

season. When we played the T20 final at North Shore, we had a massive amount of 

support from playing members and non-playing members at the game, despite not 

getting over the line I can say on behalf of the Reserves we thank you for that day. 

Even after the game everyone got together, and we had our own “team bonding” 

with the Prems too and went on into the night.  

Appreciation – First I would like to thank every player who has played under me or 

even trained with me this season, it hasn’t been as easy as we all would’ve liked it to 

have been. I think myself; Brad, Nick and Henry are on the same page in 

appreciating your time to us and hoping to make the 2022/2023 another successful 

season (with some more silverware!). Also, big up to the other senior coaches Brad, 

Nick and Henry, you’ve done an awesome job so far and we all want to carry on the 

good work in the future. Hopefully we’ll be able to work more closely now we have 

a full season ahead of us. 

My thoughts – As I have finished my second year as reserves coach, it’s been a real 

honour to work for the club. The club is going in the right direction and we have the 

right people in all spaces to keep continuing the good work. To be able to put in the 

work, time, dedication and to see it pay off really gives me a buzz to keep working 

hard at it. Personally, I have had my ups and downs, on and off the field and I do my 

best for the team and the club. As I am writing this now, I am still looking to be the 

best coach I can possibly be and to help current and future Parnell players. It has 

been a real joy to be at Parnell since I came over in 2019, I am really enjoying it! It’s 
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been like a second home for me as I haven’t returned to the UK, everyone has made 

me feel welcome to the club!  

2022/2023 – I am really looking forward to being seeing the boys back in preseason 

in where we have grown another year wiser. With cricket hopefully starting on time 

I am always looking forward to the new challenges which lie ahead so we can plan, I 

have a gut feel for every senior team that we can claim a trophy. I’m hoping we can 

build that bond throughout to keep PCC a force to be reckoned with.  

EDDIE:  

Coming off a strong showing in 2021/22 winning the One Day Competition, we knew 
heading into the season we were the team to beat.  After a delayed start for obvious 
reasons, our goal was simple, repeat as One Day Champions.   
Every game started with a coffee at a local café to get that caffeine boost for us to 
be focused on the task at hand. After an inspiring speech from Coach Cal, it was time 
to play cricket. After the cricket was played, we always had a quality POD and DOD 
session to round off what was usually a successful day in the dirt. We had some 
unlucky multiple DOD winners, but the team culture and comradery were what 
made this team so special. 
Like mentioned by Cal, we did not achieve our goal, but we still had strong outing in 
the One Day Competition, finishing 3rd and making our first appearance in the T20 
final. Lots to be proud of with lots to look forward to next season.  
On a personal note, it was a great opportunity for me to step into the captaincy role. 
An opportunity made to be easier with a great bunch of passionate cricketers 
who knew the game well and educated me on how to win a toss. I did win a few 
towards the end of the season. The season highlight for me was seeing the amount 
of youth who wore the reserves cap this summer. The traditional older ‘Senior 
Reserves’ side got swapped for youth which bods well to a bright future for the 
club.   
Thank you to many fine people for helping us make the season possible – 
Pete, Steve, The PCC Board, Volunteers, Brad & The Prems Group and Dave for 
producing some quality pitches.  
Last, but not least, shout out to Coach Cal, the most enthusiastic water boy ever! We 
appreciate the time and effort that you put into the team this season. Keep an eye 
out, I heard preseason starts in August… 
Bring on 2022/23, it’s back to winning trophies! 
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Daniel Presland (left) and Prashant Dhanjee (right) both had outstanding seasons for 

the Premier Reserves 

 

 

Callum Douglas earnt a call up to the Premiers on the back of some outstanding 

performances for the reserves 
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PCC thirds Coach Nick Taylor (left) and captain Luke O`Toole (right)  

 

Thirds  

Coach Nick Taylor 

Overall we had a strong finish to the season with a young side, including beating 

Grafton who won the grade. Also some old boys demonstrating the Parnell club 

spirit by coming back to help the team later in the season. 

Standout performances: Matt James 105 (91) in the first round vs North Shore. Luke 

O’Toole 79 (97) vs Suburbs New Lynn in round 2 coming in when the side was 3 for 

not many. A couple of strong 50’s by Harry Sinclair to see the team through to wins. 

With the ball wickets were typically shared around, with the bowling unit a real 

strength of the 3s this season.  

Reflecting on the season three highlights come to mind. Doing the job with the ball 

to win vs Cornwall at Orakei Domain in a low scoring match in the first competition 

game of the season. The win against Grafton in round 2 with a number of ring-ins - 

led by Gurpreet Singh and Ewen Anderson with the ball. And the dominant team 

performance with bat and ball vs SNL and North Shore in round 2. 

Thank you to Pete Hickman - made the job a breeze and was often called on later in 

the season with covid around to find a player or two on a Friday evening. Cal, thank 

you for your support and guidance throughout the season. A big thank you to Luke 

O’Toole who skipped the 3rds this year and Matt Willacy who stepped in to captain 

the team later in the season, thank you for the way you both led the group on and 

off the field. 
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To summarise finishing in 3rd after the regular season, with some top performances 

along the way (a number mentioned above). It was really pleasing to see a number 

of 3s players stepping up and making their reserves debuts and to hold their own. 

Thank you to all the players who played for the 3s this season. Whoever took the 

field each week, the consistent way in which you bought into the team and played 

the game the way it should be played was a pleasure to be a part of.  

 

Thank you to the players and club who made coaching this season really enjoyable 

week in week out and I`m looking forward to seeing this group of 3s players carry 

through to next season, which will bode well for the 22/23 season. 
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Fourths  

Coach Nick Taylor and Captain Matt Willacy:   

An unbeaten side when they got on the park, with four wins from four matches 

played. Unfortunately as school cricket started back up and other players headed 

away post the Christmas break, the 4ths weren’t able to put out a side as much as 

hoped. 

Two unbeaten hundreds from young talents standout. Pawan Kharel - 118 not out 

against Suburbs, Josh Olliver - 100 not out off 69 rocks against Suburbs and plenty of 

other good contributions with the bat, while the wickets were typically shared 

around. 

Giving the chance to a number of young players to make their senior Parnell debuts 

was certainly a highlight of the season and thanks to all of the various players 

through those four games for making the skipper’s job an easy and successful one. 

Coach’s comment: Unbeaten when the side was able to take the field, a testament 

to how the team came together each week and combined as a unit. A special thanks 

to Matt Willacy, who captained the side. 
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.Prunes 

 

 

 

Prunes 21/22 

Captain – James Partridge 

With the season delayed due to Covid, finding preseason matches was difficult. We 

managed to get a friendly against a Papatoetoe 3rd grade side which was a high 

scoring affair. Papatoetoe scoring 350+ in reply with feel short scoring 320 all out.  

The season started with a game against some old foes from 7th Grade; Suburbs New 

Lynn and  the Birkenhead Apricot’s. Two tight losses however, Tim Konara hit back-

to-back 50 and 85*. Following this, we played two Waitakere teams which saw some 

great performances by James Partridge 6-17 and Nandan Gajjar 4-8. Tim Korana 

then made 96* to finish the day.  

Post Christmas, some tight bowling lead us to victories by 10 runs, 1 run and then 6 

runs respectively. Lance Pooley top scored 64* and 66*. Given poor weather, a 40 
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over game against Waitakere saw a good contest, ultimately resulting in a loss 

against a skilled opposition.  

The Prunes then faced Waitakere again; Lance Pooley & Tim Konara batting the 

team into a commanding win, scoring 44* and 39*.  A loss against the unbeaten 

Cornwall would round out the middle stage of our campaign.  

Given the Omicron situation, it became increasingly challenging to find players out 

of isolation. In an enjoyable and positive move, a shared player arrangement was 

met from Cornwall to get a game off the ground. Cornwall made 76 due, Lance 

Pooley 3 -5 with Danushka & AJ taking 3 wickets each. 

In our final round robin match we headed to Papatoetoe & again we faced a wet 

pitch. Once dried out, we bowled the Papatoetoe out for 231. Unfortunately, we 

lacked any partnerships and were bowled out for 115, Awsiya Syed scored a hard 

fought 58. 

Our play off match for 5th and 6th was against a Waitakere team that appeared short 

on troops; we bowled them out for 82 and in response chased it in 16 overs.  

In a difficult season, it was pleasing to see some new faces, but also a number of 

players returning after spending time away. We may not have finished or played our 

best cricket this season however as always, we were winners in that we enjoyed 

ourselves just getting out there and competing. 

 

 

 
 
Parnell CC Kings – 1A 
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Parnell CC 2A 
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Parnell CC Legends 1B 
 

 
 

 
 
Parnell CC Super Kings 2C 
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Parnell CC Presidents 
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Parnell CC T20 Grades 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Eli Paewai behind the stumps for the Prunes 
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Parnell Women’s Season 2021-2022 
 
Awards 
 

 
 
 
 

 
  
Coach Henry Cameron: 
 
Three aspects stand out to me from the 2021-2022 season as highlights; improved 
skills, great attitudes, and teamwork.  
 
This season saw excellent improvement in the skills of our Parnell Women’s players. 
Throughout the season, we worked on specific skills at various times. In particular, 
the players developed an excellent ability for seeking singles, running between the 
wickets and an intent to score runs. 
 
The 2021-22 season was another year faced again with Covid-hurdles, and the 
attitudes of the PCC Women showed them to be extremely resilient. We had 
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planned our pre-season trip away to Hawkes Bay, which unfortunately was cancelled 
at the last minute due to a sudden Covid-19 Lockdown. Despite this, we managed a 
couple of internal matches and preseason fixtures. We also lost players at various 
points of the season to Covid, injury or other commitments; at these times, every 
member of the team stepped up to their new roles, and performed well, showing 
the depth of our squad. 
 
Overall, playing cricket is about enjoying the sport, and additionally, I hope at Parnell 
it is also about creating a place of belonging for each player. We have worked last 
season towards making our Womens’ sides a place where players are welcomed and 
yet also challenged to strive further in their game. The new clubrooms facilitated 
some fun after match Saturday evenings, and I am sure the group is looking forward 
to getting back together and continuing to learn and enjoy.  
 
Lastly I would like to thank everyone who made the season possible, including 

playing and non-playing members. A special thanks to those players who are 

hanging up their playing kit for the next season - we look forward to seeing you out 

and about over the summer, and keep your phone on and your bag ready incase of 

any last minute spots that need filled 

 

 

Captain Yaz Kareem 
  
Prichard Cup - One Day Championship 
Parnell ended up being in the middle of the pack with 4 wins out of 8 games but 
probably the highlight was beating Takapuna in the last round, who went on to win 
the competition.  Unlucky to miss out on playing off for 3rd place. 
  
Pearl Dawson Trophy - T20 Championship 
We also ended up middle table with 5 out of 10 wins. Our batting consistency and 
strike rate let us down but our bowlers were very competitive. 
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Parnell’s bowling depth continues to improve every season and we have troubled 
most of the top teams. Next season we are hoping to solidify our batting and in 
order to compete for top 3 placings.   
  
Some of the season highlights include: 
 

• Isabel Mills our wicketkeeper batsman had 17 catches placing top in the 
fielding tables. 

• New additions:  Kate Pederson (4 innings 222 - Avg 74 ) and Sam Barriball 
(3 innings 203 - avg 68) both scoring a century in the few 50 over games 
they played. Looking forward to even more from them next season. 

• Gemma Lord with 17 wickets in the season. 
• Renee MacMillan finished with 16 wickets in the season. 
• Yaz with 389 runs for the season. 

  
Stephanie Carr and Gemma Lord, our two most senior players have decided to take 
a break this coming season. Stephanie’s experience and steadiness at the top of the 
order and Gemma’s economical wicket taking ability will be missed. 
  
A special thanks to Mandy Callender for her first year of managing the teams. 
Hopefully many years to come. And another massive thanks to Henry for all the time 
and effort he has put into each and every training to help improve our game & get 
us winning more games!  
  
Yaz 
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Isabel Mills (left) took the most catches (17) while Renee McMillan was the 

leading wicket taker with 16. 
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Premier Reserve Woman 
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Eden Cotton bowling  
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Parnell Cricket Club – Max Chaplin – a lifelong journey 

 

 

 

On February 5th 2022 Max Chaplin stepped onto Devonport Domain representing 

Parnell CC`s Premier Men`s team for the very first time. Max was `the Peaches` most 

economical bowler that day conceding just 37 runs from his 10 overs and was 

instrumental in the teams seven wicket victory over North Shore making his debut a 

success - the culmination of a long journey at the club that began on a Saturday 

morning at Shore Road 14 years earlier when Max was just five years old. 

“I first played cricket Milo cricket as it was known back then. We would come along 

almost every Saturday through the summer and some Friday evenings too. It was 

plastic bats and softballs and a fun introduction to cricket before getting into more 

competitive matches a few years later”. 

By the age of 9 Max was transitioning into hardball cricket and it is then he met a 

number of players and coaches who are still involved with PCC to this day: 

“I suppose my first real cricketing memories came from around the Y5 age group. 

This was my first years of hardball cricket and going through the age groups I was 

lucky enough to play both Saturday cricket within Parnell and then on Sunday`s we 

would play rep cricket against clubs such as Cornwall, Grafton, Howick Pakuranga 

and Auckland Uni. Our coach at the time was Craig Presland, I really learned a lot 

from CP in my formative years and some of my teammates in those sides are who I 

now play senior cricket with – the likes of Daniel Presland, Harry Sinclair & Charles 

Wilkes.” 
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When Max began attending Kings College the move into the school environment 

brought a new challenge: 

“When I played club and rep stuff at Parnell it was certainly competitive but school 

cricket was a different level in terms of how seriously things were taken and with the 

focus being purely on winning. It was also a time where I had to meet new 

teammates and make new friends as a lot of the lads I played alongside at Parnell 

had gone to other schools. All of a sudden I went from playing rep cricket against 

players from clubs such as Auckland University to now being teammates whilst 

playing against players I had played alongside at Parnell.” 

Away from the cricket field Max excelled at the college being named Deputy Head 

Boy in his final year. As part of the honour Max was to speak at the end of year 

assembly and it is not surprising given his experiences and passion for the game that 

the speech was centred around his cricketing experiences: 

“The aim was to use a story to spread a message and mine was based around 

resilience which I had learned through cricket. I didn`t make the first Xl until late in 

Y12/early Y13 but that actually helped me in the long run and made me appreciate 

the opportunities I got. I also put almost all of my time into becoming a batsmen 

through my early years however ended up being selected for teams more as a bowler 

which showed me that while you can have a goal things can often work out a 

different way so it`s just about appreciating the journey and learning along the 

way.” He continued “Also beyond that one of the biggest messages was just enjoy 

playing sport with your mates. We were very competitive and we were a close team 

but at the end of the day we were all friends off the field and we loved playing cricket 

together.”  

Max`s performances for the Kings 1st Xl didn`t go unnoticed and from a player who 

hadn`t made his first team debut until age 16 he suddenly found himself mixing with 

some of the biggest names in New Zealand cricket. 

“Things moved pretty quickly, I got selected for the Auckland academy, although 

sadly the winter training programme was cancelled due to covid. I was a none 

travelling reserve for the Auckland U19s and then out of the blue got the call to 

attend an Auckland Aces training. They were preparing for a game against the Otago 

Volts who had a left arm leg spinner Michael Rippon in the team so they asked me to 

come along and bowl to help them prepare as there aren`t many of us Chinamen` 

(left arm leg spinner) around. Suddenly I was bowling to people I`d only ever seen 

play on TV and while it was a bit daunting bowling to the likes of Martin Guptill it 

was really enjoyable and great to mix in with a lot of Parnell CC players in that group 

such as Mark Chapman and Ben Horne.” 
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Max is midway through his first year studying Economics and Politics and 

Christchurch University but he wont be too far away from a cricket field this summer 

and is looking forward to reconnecting with the Parnell premier squad later this 

season: 

Ï joined St Albans CC down in Christchurch at the end of last season. Again due to 

covid we were limited to just two games but I enjoyed getting involved with a strong 

club where I was made to feel very welcome – and coincidentally playing alongside 

my former EDCA coach Nick Hendrie (formerly of Grafton United) who has moved 

down here. I am looking forward to getting back to Parnell when I can. I really 

enjoyed being around the premier squad last season. I suppose I found the main 

difference between club and school cricket is that everyone who is playing senior 

cricket is there because they want to do be there – there`s no parent pressure to play 

– so that creates an environment where everyone is pretty motivated whilst also 

playing for the love of the game and I cant wait to be involved in another successful 

season for PCC.” 
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Our Y7 Rep team who the JT Sparling Trophy for their grade 

 

Junior Chairman’s Report 

2021 – 22 Cricket Season 

The 2021 – 22 cricket season will be remembered as being a very good season for the 

cricket played and one where we were extremely fortunate to complete a largely 

uninterrupted season of COVID-19 – which certainly didn’t look like that may happen 

at the beginning. It gives me great pleasure to present the Club with what is my first 

report as the Junior Chairman 

It is certainly not understating in commenting that the previous 12 months have 

provided our club, our players and our members a very unique set of challenges. This 

was clearly in evidence at the beginning of the season where we faced the challenge 

of a 5 week delay in the commencement of the junior cricket whilst we navigated 

exiting the traffic light situation over the Oct through to the beginning of Dec 2021 

months. The clubs aim whilst we were in the traffic light restrictions (and were unable 

to play Ak Cricket organized matches) was to create a level of normality for our junior 

grades; we completed the following to get kids involved in playing cricket until the 

season was able to commence on the 3rd December: 

• Additional Saturday morning skills based and fitness trainings run by the 

club pro coaches 

• Internal games were arranged during the month of November, where a 

draw was established with the junior grades at times playing two games 
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per weekend against other Parnell Cricket Club teams (from within the 

same age group) 

We look back with a degree of pride that all this was actioned, ensuring the junior 

members were able to establish, time with friends, social connections, physical 

activity and importantly able to play cricket.  

Some of those challenges are behind us – I think we have learned to live with COVID-

19, or at the very least, we have adjusted to the disruptions that COVID-19 brings. We 

look forward positively that we remain a proactive junior club with a desire to develop 

a lifelong love of cricket and skills to allow them to be the best cricketer they desire 

to be, whether that is a good social player right through to an elite performer. 

To support the development of our junior members and from a strong desire for the 

Parnell Cricket Club (PCC) to continue to inspire their youth and developing 

cricketers of tomorrow, we have extended the Peaches Winter Academy program 

into the junior years and incorporate a winter based academy program for both the 

male and female programs. The primary focus is on skills development via a 

pathway program that will enable our junior and youth cricketers to be the best 

they can be. The outcome is to prepare our aspiring cricketers for the various stages 

of their intermediate and college years and ultimately into senior cricket assisting in 

developing a lifelong love of cricket and being the club of choice for this age of 

cricketer within Auckland.  

 

Junior membership continues to remain consistent over previous year, with our 

challenge being in our age’s year 1 – 3, where we are seeing a decline in 

membership, this is due to being impacted by not being able to get into the schools 

within our catchment area to promote junior cricket. We remain confident that we 

will be able to resume this program of work this year and we can correct this decline 

with our Director of Cricket having a plan in place to visit all these schools over the 

pre-season period. It is however worth noting that other Auckland cricket clubs have 

reported the same feedback over the previous season. 

 

As a PCC Board, we are working hard to deliver to our ambition of being the 

‘preferred’ cricket club across the Auckland region.  Central to that ambition is our 

Club Mantra which enshrines a philosophy of equal opportunity for all players with 

an emphasis on fun and enjoyment at all levels of the junior club.   Delivering on the 

Club Mantra on an annual basis is a challenge and I am grateful to the coaches, 

managers, parents and volunteers that we have at the Club for their embracing of 

this philosophy.  It will remain at the core of what we target into the coming season. 

One of the best expressions of this philosophy has been the Friday night 
development program that has again been delivered at the Shore Road club rooms.  
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Our talented team of coaches and administrators, led by Steve Hurdley, delivers a 
fun and enjoyable session where our youngest players (aged 4-6) are given the 
opportunity to develop some foundation skills and work towards a game 
environment.  We have been incredibly fortunate to have the newly upgraded 
clubrooms to support this program and it has been well used by this group of 
parents. The sessions finish with a sausage sizzle and the bar is open for parents and 
caregivers to welcome in the weekend whilst their charges hopefully kick start a 
lifelong love for the game.   I encourage this Friday evening experience to all of you 
and ask that you continue to spread the word across your networks to ensure the 
PCC playing numbers at this age can be well supported.   It is a key age group for us 
to attract players and we need all the help that our community can generate. 
 
Junior & Youth Girls 

A key part of our club strategy is in the development and growth of female cricket at 

PCC.  The pathway program within this space provides a very real development 

opportunity for our members with our female Senior Premier team continuing in 

providing role models and a clear aspirational pathway into senior female cricket.   

We have seen our strongest ever registration of Youth and Junior girls with 2 U16 
teams, an U13 team and 2 U11 teams this year. Our strong Tuesday night pro-
coaching programme has supported very positive results and individual 
achievements across our teams and they have done incredibly well through this 
season and it is a great testament to our Girls Co-ordinator Mandy Callender and 
Pro-Coach Henry Cameron alongside our parent coaches, managers and volunteers 
who have again worked hard to deliver a great experience for those girls. 

In Term 2 we launched our Youth Girls Academies with tailored programmes which 
were designed to challenge and develop our girls technical as well as mental skills. 
So successful, we have round 2 in Term 3 ahead of pre-season training starting up. 

As our Girls and Womens Programme goes from strength to strength, we are adding 
further formats to our programme for next year. We are excited to see growing 
numbers of girls enrolling in our Friday night Year 0 &1 programme. This year girls 
will also have the option to play in the Girls Only Under 9 Saturday morning 
competition, Friday night Girls Smash for girls in years 3-6 who want to give cricket a 
go, and a Women’s Social Prosceco league on Friday nights. I continue to encourage 
all the girls - young and old(er) to ‘have a go’ at cricket this coming season– they 
might just get the bug! NZ has some of the best female cricketers in the World and 

we are keen to ensure that we keep the pipe full as we head into the future. 
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PCC has again competed strongly in the J.T Sparling series; this program provides the 

“Rep” teams to compete against the neighbouring Grafton, AK University, Howick 

Pakuranga and Cornwall cricket clubs played over the season during Sunday fixtures 

J.T.Sparling Shield awarded to the Club who amasses the most points from all the 

representative fixtures through the season.  Points are awarded for each win 

achieved at all age grades and consolidated into a final tally for each fixture.   

Our representative results were as follows 

➢ Vs Auckland University  tied 1 – 1 weather 

interrupted 

➢ Vs Cornwall   Lost 9 - 0  

➢ Vs Grafton   Won 5 – 1 

➢ Vs Howick Pakuranga  Won 6 - 0 

I am delighted to confirm that PCC achieved a second place overall behind our old 

foe Cornwall, which is our best result for several years and our focus remains on 

beating Cornwall over the future years. At a team level we are proud of the U10 –A, 

B &C teams and U 11 – A & C teams which made the finals for their grades with the 

U11A and U10C both walking away victorious in these finals. Well done to all of our 

players, coaches and managers involved in this J.T Sparling series. 

 

I would like to acknowledge and thank some of the key volunteers this season, 

without whom our junior grades would not function. Firstly, our grade coordinator 

team who have been instrumental through the course of the season in ensuring 

teams are created and that issues are troubleshot – particularly as already 

mentioned earlier in the season. It goes without saying that setting up a cricket 

season amidst all the disruption of the COVID-19 alert levels required a lot of 

planning and organisation of which this group did a stellar job. 

 

The effort they put in really does make the season so much more enjoyable for all 

participants and we are very grateful for their service. Special mention to: 

 

Year 2: Deahna Barrington  

Year 3: Tom Rutledge  

Year 4: Annick Larkin 

U10: Asher Williams 

U11: Craig Cunningham 

U12: Sarah Wilby 

U13: Janeen De Zoysa 

U15: Amy Alpe 

Youth & Junior Girls: Mandy Callender 

We Look forward to working with them again next season 
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Secondly, to the Coaches and Managers who ensure that our teams run smoothly 

every weekend, are developed through the way in which the practices and games 

are run and who as parent volunteers actively give their time to the game and the 

club.  On behalf of the Club and the members I extend my thanks and appreciation 

to you all and again hope to see as many of you as possible next season.   

 

I would also like to acknowledge Aniket Parikh and his team of pro coaches who 

delivered the pro coaching over the weekdays for junior members this season. The 

feedback we have had has been very positive. Aniket and his team were able to 

deliver very good training and retain high levels of fun and enjoyment for the kids.  

We continue to be very focused on coaching and improving the quality of our 

coaches at Parnell Cricket Club and mid-week pro-coaching is a big part of our 

commitment to our coaches.   

Lastly but by no means least I’d like to acknowledge both Steve Hurdley and Peter 

Hickman who have again been instrumental in what has been a good season. Steve 

– you are the face of the junior club and once again have done an excellent job and 

Pete– your enthusiasm for all things cricket is great to have in the club and you have 

managed a tough year very well. It’s been a pleasure to work with you both across 

so many areas of the Club. 

 

Enjoy your winter sports and I look forward to seeing you all again next year for the 

coming 2022/23 season, one that will I’m sure be another excellent, fun and 

rewarding one for our club. 

 

Gareth McCulloch 

Junior Chairman 
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Major Junior Awards 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jack Wright on his premier debut  

 

 

 

 

Parnell CC Girls Youth Development Section Update with Mandy Callender 
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For many years Parnell CC were left without a team in the premier women`s grade. 

Five years ago that changed and the club were once again represented in Auckland`s 

premier competition with the squad growing not only in numbers each season but 

on field performances improving too. While the future looks bright for the team 

there are even more reasons to be optimistic about the women`s game at Parnell CC 

as Junior Youth & Girls Co-Ordinator Mandy Callender explains: 

 

“It`s been great to see the progress of the women`s premier team each season. It 

was important we got premier status back as we always maintained our youth 

programmes but lost players to other clubs when the time came for them to play 

premier cricket. With a lot of hard work from the likes Stephanie Carr and Dominic 

Drumm we got back into the top grade five seasons ago. Perhaps the most pleasing 

thing is that most of the team has remained the same through those years and we 

have been able to regain players who had left us previously to play premier cricket 

when we couldn`t provide that too them. 

“With players within our premier squad continuing to develop and a strong pipeline 

of girls coming through we aren`t actively looking to recruit new players as we are 

looking to invest in coaching and mentoring for our current members. Our coach 

Henry Cameron has been fantastic for the prems but he has also bought into the 

philosophy of developing our own. He has been running academies in the off season 

for our U16 girls which received such strong interest that we had to run two separate 

sessions on a Sunday through term 2.” 

 

Those winter academies are just one part of the PCC senior women and youth girls 

strategy which has seen numbers grow across the age groups over the last few years 

with both playing and training opportunities on the rise: 

“We started an U11 softball team several years ago because, up until that point, the 

girls usually play with the boys but when they transition to hardball the girls would 

largely stop playing. We started with one team at that age group but now we have 

two. We also have an U13 9-a-side team and two U16 9-a-side teams so overall we 

have more than 50 cricketers in these age groups with an amazing group of parents 

behind them. To support that group, we have added a dedicated training night on a 

Tuesday through the summer down at Martyn Wilson field led by Henry, a team of 

pro coaches and parent coaches and these were very well received through the 

season.” 
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Another growth area for the club has been the Parnell CC presence in the local 

schools with the club being well represented in the region with many of these 

players now representing both club and their schools on a regular basis: 

“We have PCC coaches at Epsom Girls coaching both the first and second Xl, Henry 

and premier player Cate Pederson work with Baradene and we have Ruben Clinton 

at Dio. We also work closely with Remuera Intermediate, Dio, Baradene and we have 

had 6 U11s from St Kents play for the club during the season. Overall this has been a 

big growth area as, unlike boys cricket, girls can play for their schools on a 

Wednesday and club on a Saturday. Infact we have had 14 of these players play 

U16s on a Saturday morning – they play on grass at Waikaraka Park – and then 

come over to play premier reserves on a Saturday afternoon.” 

Mandy is ably assisted in the girls youth development space with strong backing 
from PCC`s committee members: 

“We are so lucky to have such a supportive board, committed and invested in our 
Women and Girls Programmes. Without their support we would not be where we are 
today – we aspire to the club of choice for Girls and Women and are committed to 
putting the structures in place to ensure our programmes are sustainable and all our 
players get to be their best and have fun while they’re at it! 

“This year we’ve put in place two new sub-committees to drive our Women & Girls 
Programmes supporting and enabling our amazing coaching team. One is focused on 
our Senior/Youth Girls and the other is focused on our Junior Girls. We’ve also 
increased our investment in coaching with a second professional coach being 
assigned to these teams. 

With the PCC programme only looking like growing, Mandy and the club board have 

taken steps to guarantee these players have the best support structure of any club 

in the Auckland region: 

“We have created a women`s cricket steering committee with myself, Emily Drumm, 

Gemma Lord, Sam Barriball, Dominic Drumm and Bridget Tapper. Our role is to 

support the implementation of the strategic plan and drive player experience. We 

also have a junior girls committee to focus on the U11 – U13 programmes which is 

parent driven and focused on that transition from softball to hardball cricket. 

“With all of these developments we knew we needed more resource and because of 

our substantial growth, we went to the PCC board and they funded an extra position 

so we could bring an extra coach on board. We are lucky to be joined by Keerthi de 

Silva a level 3 coach who has worked in Pakistan, Sri Lanka & the UAE at a national 

level. He will be the senior co-coach working across the premier, premier reserves 
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and U16 teams with a focus on transitioning U16s into senior cricket whilst upskilling 

the premier reserves.” 

 

PCC members should also look out for some exciting new initiatives through the 

season with Friday nights set to become a festival of cricket at Shore Road: 

“This year we are launching a new in house Friday night social women`s (Processco) 

competition. The idea is it will be very social, no cricket experience will be necessary 

we will just be encouraging people to come along and enjoy it with the idea being 

they will come along at 5.30 do half an hour coaching with the youth teams, who will 

be training at the time, then play a modified game. There will be food trucks and the 

bar will be open. We are also adopting an idea from Otago cricket called 

GirlsSmash`. This will also be on a Friday night, starting at 4pm, everyone will be put 

into a team, they`ll get some coaching but the focus will be on having fun and long 

term this will act as a feeder to our U11 programme.”  

 

With an ever improving premier team, numbers on the rise across the grades, a 

youth strategy from Y0 right through to Y13 and a large number of staff and 

volunteers on board to help implement those programmes female cricket at Parnell 

CC is likely to go from strength to strength over the years to come. 

 

Auckland Champions Epsom Girls Grammar School had strong PCC representation 

this season 
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Thank you to Dave Keane 

 

After initially retiring at the end of the 2020/21 campaign Parnell CC were delighted 

to see Dave back again for the 2021/22 season. With the covid lockdown coming at 

a key time in the pre-season preparation phase it was crucial to have someone of 

Dave`s skill and wealth of knowledge to help bring the pitches at Shore Road, Orakei 

Domain and Bloodworth Park up to their usual high standards. As per usual Dave 

excelled however he has informed the club that this time his retirement is now 

official and we get the chance to thank him once more for his years of service to the 

club. Thank you Dave!  

 

The premier men`s team presented this signed shirt to Dave on his final day at 

Shore Road. 
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Editorial - Peter Hickman – Parnell CC Director of Cricket Q & A 

 

Filling the shoes of Phil Horne is a challenging task but a challenge that Peter 

Hickman is relishing as Parnell Cricket Club`s Director of Cricket. Battling a covid 

lockdown and a shortened summer season were just a couple of the challenges 

Pete, a lifelong PCC member, has faced in the last 18 months since moving into the 

role and we sat down with him to discuss his experiences so far: 

 

Q: Pete you have the unenviable task of trying to follow Phil Horne in the DOC role 

- how did he assist you in your early days on the job? 

PH: “I was lucky enough to have two weeks working under Phil after I was appointed 

when Hussain Hanif resigned after a short stint. Phil was great sharing his IP and 

processes which made my transition into the role smooth. Whilst Phil`s energy is 

unmatched I quickly realised what he had done best was build strong relationships 

with all the key stakeholders, sponsors, parents, co ordinaters and players who were 

all very keen to continue to work with us which gave us a strong base to begin with. I 

now have a great opportunity to build on those foundations moving forward.” 

 

Q: You have been a lifelong PCC member and filled multiple roles within the club – 

give us a summary of your background which has led you to this role: 

PH:  I started playing here as a five-year old and living less than 200 meters away 

from Bloodworth so I`ve always been around the place. I had a slightly different 

playing background to others in that I didn`t play school cricket, instead playing 

Saturdays at the club in the U15/17 & 19s grades. This connected me to the senior 

club from a young age and eventually became senior club captain in 2016. Away 

from cricket I began studying a Bachelor of Commerce degree at Auckland University 

but then switched gears and completed a degree in Sport and Recreation majoring 

in Management and Analytics, helping set me up nicely to apply for this job once it 

became available.” 
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Pete hitting catches to our premier men`s team during warm ups  

 

Q: Just a few months into the role with the 2021/22 season on the horizon we were 

plunged into an extended covid lockdown how did you find trying to navigate 

those challenges? 

PH: It certainly was a tough time, but what helped is that it wasn`t the first lockdown 

we had been through so club managers had some plans in place should it happen 

again. One of the biggest challenges was trying to interpret from multiple layers of 

governance what we could or couldn`t do. It wasn`t as simple as looking at the latest 

guidelines and making our decision – we had to go through Auckland Cricket`s 

interpretation who were taking theirs from New Zealand Cricket who in turn were 

taking theirs from Sport New Zealand. Eventually we just had to make judgement 

calls and arranged a host of internal games which were designed to both fill the void 

of missed fixtures and also to limit interaction with people from outside of the club 

and we were applauded by the others in ACA for doing this whilst also ensuring our 

members got full value for their subscriptions. 

 

Q: What does a day in the life of the Parnell CC Director of Cricket look like during 

the summer months? 

PH: I get asked this a lot! I guess the job doesn`t really have a set schedule. I aim to 

clear my inbox by 8am and send out club communications on a Monday, but other 

than regular catch ups with Jeremy and the board there isn`t really a day to day 

routine. I’d describe it as being actionary – I do all the dealings with Auckland 

Cricket, a lot of facility management, stakeholder relationships, game day 

management and dealing with things that have come up over a weekend early in the 

week to then preparing for the weekend by Friday each week. 
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Q: And what does your winter daily schedule look like? 

PH: This is more planning heavy. whether it is winter academies, summer schedules 

or  staffing. What I am enjoying this winter is being able to put more time into 

actually implementing what I am looking to introduce at the club, whereas the last 

12 months have been really focused around preparing for covid. What I am hoping is 

that all the time Steve and I put into our Covid response can go purely into putting 

on the best possible offering for our members.  

 

Q: How do you assess the role parents/volunteers/co-ordinators play in help 

running the club? 

PH: It cannot be stated enough how huge a role they have. Simply put, I couldn`t do 

my job without the input of all of those people. We have some excellent paid staff – 

Steve Hurdley is crucial in the club running, the knowledge he has with more than 10 

years of experience in his role is second to none. Our volunteers who give up their 

time, doing it purely for the love and passion for the game is not to be understated. I 

think my favourite story from covid was finally getting permission to use Bloodworth 

for junior cricket, however the ground hadn`t been cut for weeks. When it was 

finally mown (day before the games) it had grown so much that, even cut, the park 

was covered in clumps of grass and was essentially unplayable. I called the junior 

parents who were due to be playing there and within hours there were more than a 

dozen of them there with rakes and leaf blowers doing everything they could to 

make the ground playable for the next day – which they did.” 

 

Q: From your point of view where does the club sit within the ACA landscape and 

what are some of your goals for PCC moving forward: 

PH: We want to be the best club in New Zealand, and therefore the preferred club in 

Auckland. Improving the experience for our members whether that be coaching, 

diversity and inclusion, culture or facilities, which we already do well, but want to 

keep improving so our members get the best experiences they can. One big goal is 

to lift the numbers in Y0-4. If we can give those players and their parents a positive 

experience that should organically mean we get more and more people playing 

cricket from Y5 and above. Our female space is coming along well too – we are 

Auckland`s most recent premier club but we are building nicely and have an exciting 

crop of U16s coming through and we are working hard to put a structure in place to 

support their progression through to Premier Cricket. 
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Q: There have been a number of developments at Shore Road in the last 12-18 

months namely the new clubrooms and the upgrade of Shore Road number 2 talk 

us through the benefits of these projects: 

PH: The new clubrooms have been huge and highly valuable asset. We have so much 

opportunity now; whether that be on Friday nights while the kids are playing, hiring 

out for external use and just generally being a place where we people feel 

welcomed and enjoy being around. The Shore Road 2 development was actually one 

benefit of covid. If we hadn`t gone into lockdown both the ground and the nets 

would have been out of use for the whole season, but given that was pushed back 

so we got half a season out of them. We look forward to getting full use of the 

ground and new extended nets for a full summer.  

Getting events set up for club members to enjoy within the clubhouse is now a 

priority given the worst of Covid is behind us.  

 

Q: Finally what are your personal goals both within your role as DOC: 

PH: Personally, I don’t really have a pathway at this stage I am still relatively new 

into the role. In terms of the job I feel this year will be my first opportunity to really 

put my stamp on it given we are, touch wood, through the covid period I am keen to 

start to lead PCC in the way I envisioned 18 months ago but essentially my goals are 

to have PCC as the club of where choice where members continue to come back 

each year and ensuring people enjoy their Saturday`s playing cricket. 
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Obituaries: 

 
GRAEME LESTER MILLER 1940 to 12 February 2022 
 

 
Graeme, on the right, with Brian Kilby and Steve Clerk at our 150th 

Jubilee 

 

Graeme came to Hobson Park in 1960-61 as a member of Glen Innes CC, 

one of the smaller clubs in Eastern Districts. A very promising, stylish right 

hand bat, he went straight into our 2nds and had one game for our Seniors 

that season scoring 17 in his one innings. A regular in the 2nds brought him 

110 runs – 9 innings with highest score of 46. 

 

Selected for Eastern vs City & Suburban, an annual friendly in January ’61, 

he hit 77 and shared a major partnership with Terry Jarvis (110) helping 

Eastern win by 9 wickets. The following season, in the return game, Graeme 

captained Eastern to a win by 2 wickets – his contribution being 84* of 160 in 

Eastern’s 1st innings.  

 

Now an established player Graeme, in ’61-62, had 8 innings for 77 runs for 

Eastern Seniors an 8 for 112 for the 2nds. His highest score being 46. But a 

permanent place in the Seniors was elusive with youngsters such as Terry 

Jarvis, Mark Burgess and Johnny Carson taking priority. Strong competition - 

Parnell had a multitude of “All Stars” – Merv Wallace and Johnny Hayes had 

retired but Geoff Rabone was still there and Ross Morgan, Bill Playle and 

Terry made the NZ side as well as playing regularly for Auckland.  

 

1966-67 – away from Hobson Park, now at Eden Park and the District 

Scheme disbanded. Graeme’s Glen Innes ties ended, he became a formal 

Parnell member and his position in the Seniors became permanent. Reliable 

in the middle order, perhaps Graeme’s best Senior season was ’69-70 – 225 

runs with his highest score for the Club of 81. 

 

He played the next season but not the next and from ’72-73 only played in the 

2nds and 3rds intermittently. For all that, Graeme was always most welcome 

when available and his batting for our lower grade teams was invaluable 
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though he never topped his Senior highest score of 81 scored against 

Papatoetoe. 

 

Graeme spent 10 years on Parnell’s Management Committee – ’67-68 to ’76-

77, difficult years with the Club having only temporary premises at Eden Park, 

no proper club room – only a changing room under the old South Stand. But, 

thanks to Graeme and his colleagues, the Club survived!  

 

A great club man, ever reliable and top team mate, our most sincere 

condolences go to Graeme’s widow, Kathleen, his sons Keith and Blair and 

their families. 

 

Graeme’s Parnell stats are: 

Senior (ie Premier) 1967/68 – 1971/72   66 i   0 no   1008 runs   81 hs   15.27 

ave 

All Grade  - last season 1991/92         3049 runs   352 best season   81 hs 

Catches       53 All Grades         Wickets       2 Senior    26 All Grades 

 

EDWARD LESLIE (LES) GIBBS  24.12.1938 to 26.2.2022 

 

Les Gibbs, through the early to mid 1960s was a wholehearted, left arm, fast 

medium bowler for the Eastern Senior/Premier team and, more often, when 

the “All Stars” were made available, for Eastern 2nds. 

Les came to Parnell/Eastern Districts from the Warkworth area. He was a 

tenacious bowler and won the FE Hemmingson Cup for “Most Improved 

Bowler” twice – in 1961/62 and again in 1963/64. Certainly he had improved 

in ‘63/64 as he took 54 wicket at 15.81 – the only time he amassed 50 

wickets in a season. 

For the 2nds, under successive skippers - Frank Hemmingson, Neville 

Darrow and then Eric Smith - Les bowled his heart out and produced some 

outstanding figures. Best were in 1961/62, when he took a hat trick and 6/23 

vs Cornwall and the outstanding 7/48 vs Grafton in ‘63/64. Les’s last season 

for the Club was in ‘65/66 when he took 6/34 vs Birkdale. 
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Batting low down, Les never gave his wicket away and whilst he didn’t get the 

opportunities of those at the top of the order, he was very hard to dislodge 

and our wagging tail was very often the Team’s saviour. 

Les came from a farming family and his brother Brian continued to run the 

family property up north. In the summer of ‘63/64 the farm was the centre of a 

major “Foot and Mouth” scare – the Gibb’s pigs showed the dreaded signs of 

blistered snouts. The whole of NZ locked down – no animal movements 

whatsoever were permitted – and every isolation process put in place. But 

within 10 days it was all over when it was realised that the pigs’ blisters 

originated, not from F & M, but from wasp stings received whilst foraging on 

fallen apples in the Gibbs’ orchard! And the cricket season carried on without 

disruption. 

Parnell’s enforced move from Hobson Park in 1966 ended Les’s time with the 

Club. Eden Park was too far away for him to get to practice and, as he was 

living very close to the Papatoetoe Domain, he joined the Papatoetoe CC and 

gave them sterling service for many seasons. Then, in retirement, he 

continued to be a loyal supporter and watched many a  game from the 

Pavilion. 

Nor did Les forget his Parnell/Eastern days and some years back attended a 

reunion visit to Dilworth Junior School now occupying the grounds that were 

once Hobson Park. And, most times this writer attended Parnell games at 

Papatoetoe, Les would be there and there and we would have cheerful 

discussions of the “old days” over a couple of pints. 

Our most sincere condolence go to Cath, Roger, Peter and their families – 

Les will be very sadly missed. 

Les’s record for Parnell/ Eastern: 

Seniors: Batting  19i  7no  32*hs  229runs 19.08ave Bowling  173o  

62m  433runs  19w  22.79ave 

All Grades: 837 runs scored, best season 211, hs 52 150 

wickets taken, best season 54     31 catches            
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BARRY WHITLEY SINCLAIR 23 October 1936 to 11 July 2022 

 

On his retirement from 1st Class cricket at the end of the 1970/71 Season, 

Barry Sinclair moved to Auckland and Parnell had the privilege of having him 

turn out for the Club late in 1972/73.  

The former New Zealand captain and star Wellington batsman only had 5 

innings for the Club that first season scoring 156 runs with 98* his highest 

score. In ‘73/74 business prevented Barry having a full season for Parnell but 

his 103 in the first gave vs Western Districts brought about a win. Barry still 

scored 301 runs in his 11 innings at 37.60. With his skipper, Terry Jarvis, 

hitting 4 centuries, Ross Morgan and youthful stars Geoff Cooke and Greg 

Wallace, Parnell’s batting line up was formidable that season. 

After just those two seasons at Parnell, Barry moved to live on the Shore and 

joined North Shore CC. Right up until his passing he gave outstanding 

service to that club. First as a player and then as a coach and an 

administrator – most noticeably in the field of fund raising. He had a large 

hand in organising North Shore’s legendary lunches which, for many years 

raised many thousands of dollars for his club and for charity. 

But Barry is best remembered for the sterling service he gave Wellington 

cricket and for New Zealand for whom he played 21 Tests, hit 3 centuries 

including 138 against South Africa at Eden Park, and scored 1148 runs at 

29.43. Barry Sinclair’s career stats are: 

 Parnell CC  16 inn     4 no    457 runs    

103 hs    38.08 ave    1 n 100 

 1st Class            204 inn   18 no  6114 runs    148 hs    

32.87 ave    6 x 100s 

 Tests   40 inn     1 no    1148 runs    138 hs    

29.43 ave    3 x 100s   
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Thank you to our sponsors! 

 

 

 

Ascot Radiology, now Astra Radiology. Parnell’s lead sponsor for twelve seasons. 

Our profound thanks to Dr. David Rogers and his team, your support is invaluable 

and we look forward to continuing our relationship as Astra Radiology.  

 

 

 

Our thanks to Mike Wood and the team at Players Sports. A 

partnership that is nearing the ten year mark, our thanks for your 

continued support.  

 

 

 

 

Brittain Wynyard (Gunn and Moore)  
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          Turkish Bread              PlaceMakers 
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LIST OF OFFICE BEARERS, 1884 – 2022 

(Office Bearers prior to 1884 are yet to be traced)  

 
PATRON 

 
1890 - 1891   Sir George Grey KCMG 1892 -1894     F. Lawry MHR 
1895 -1896    H.C. Tewsley                  1897 - 1898   No office  
1899 -1901     H. Campbell                   1903 - 1920   Hon. E. 
Mitchelson  
1920 - 1927   No office      1927 - 1945    F. Earl, K.C. 
1945 - 1946   R.B. Lusk      1946 - 1961   W.J. Dinnison 
1961 - 1967    S.J. Paul      1967 - 1983   W.H. Giles 
1983 - 1990   W.M. Wallace     1990 - 2016    E.K. Smith 
2016 -         M.J. Simpson 
 

PRESIDENT 
 
1884 -1886     T Ryan     1887 - 1890    F.J. Moss, MHR 
1891 - 1892    F Lawry,  MHR             1893 - 1902    B.J.M. Kemp 
1903 - 1906    J. Fitt     1906 - 1926    F. Earl, KC 
1926 - 1945    R.B. Lusk     1945 - 1952    A.G. Aitkin 
1952 - 1955   J .A. Forsman                1955 - 1958    P.A. Badley 
1958 - 1961    F.J. Fenton     1961 - 1964   W.T. Percival 
1964 - 1967    J.D.T. Ryan     1967 - 1969    J.T. Blackie 
1969 - 1972   E.K. Smith     1972 - 1974    D.F. Percival 
1974 - 1977    E.D. Giles     1977 - 1980   C.G. Barnes 
1980 - 1983    M.J. Simpson    1983 - 1986    P.A. Badley 
1986 - 1989   P.C. Elliott     1989 - 2002    M.J. Simpson 
2002 - 2007    C.E. Speakman    2007 - 2011   B.C. Haggitt 
2011 – 2014   R.S. Harvey     2014 -            R.M. Smith 
 

CHAIRMAN 
 
1979 - 1980   M.J. Simpson     1980 - 1983    D. Bygrave 
1983 - 1985   M.J. Simpson                  1986 - 1989    P.A. Badley 
1989 - 1991   A.J. Blackburn     1991 - 1995   M.J. Simpson 
1995 - 1997    C.E. Speakman     1997 - 1998    J. Duncan 
1998 - 1999   C.E. Speakman              1999 - 2003    J.C. Richards 
2003 - 2004    M.S. McMillin     2004 - 2012   R.M. Smith 
2012 - 2015    M.K. Brajkovich             2015 - 2021    C.M. Presland 
2021 –            JEG Boucher  
 

HON. SECRETARY 
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1884 - 1887    W.C. Speight 1888 - 1889    R Crowe  
1889 - 1893   R.L. Holle  1894 - 1896    J. Young  
1897 - 1898    E.H. Seagar               1898 - 1912   W.J. Dinnison 
1912 - 1914    H.M. Warner 1914 - 1916    R. Doble  
1916 - 1917   C. Badeley  1917 - 1918    W. Burns  
1918 - 1919    C. Fisher  1919 - 1924   W.J. Dinnison 
1924 - 1929    W.H. Johnston 1929 - 1930    C.K. Sharp  
1930 - 1933   A.N. Hally  1933 - 1936   G. McGehan  
1936 - 1939    N.P. Smith  1939 - 1940   A.W. Worth  
1940 - 1941   A.G. Foster  1941 - 1943    W.J. Dinnison 
1943 - 1946   K.H. Robertson 1946 - 1948   P.A. Badley  
1948 - 1949    T.W. Aitken  1949 - 1954   P.A. Badley  
1954 - 1955   W.K. Jagger  1955 - 1959    W.T. Percival 
1959 - 1960   N.B. Darrow                1960 - 1962   A.J. Paul  
1962 - 1964    E.G. Sutherland 1964 - 1965   B.C. Haggitt  
1965 - 1968   D.F. Percival  1968 - 1969    A.J. Paul  
1969 - 1971   D.F. Percival  1971 - 1974   D. Catty  
1974 – 1977   M.J. Simpson 1978 - 1981   A.J. Blackburn 
1981 - 1984   J. Burton  1984 - 1985   A.J. Blackburn 
1985 - 1987   D. Sutcliffe                1987 - 1988   M. Elliott  
1988 - 1990   A. Hayden   1990 - 1995   G.S. Okey  
1995 - 1998   M.A. Robinson  1998 - 2000   N. Greenwood 
2000 - 2002   M.A. Robinson             2002 - 2004   B. Cook  
2004 - 2005   H. Harman   2005 - 2008   I.P. Gilmour  
2008 - 2015   B.C. Haggitt                 2015 -            C.E. Speakman 
 

HON. TREASURER 
 
1884 -1887     W.C. Speight 1888 - 1889    R. Crowe  
1889 - 1893    R.L. Holle                   1894 -1896     G. Moon  
1897 - 1898    I. Moses  1898 - 1902    W.J. Dinnison 
1903 - 1904    E. Grenville  1904 - 1905    C. Speight  
1905 - 1906    W. McMurray             1906 - 1914    W.J. Dinnison 
1914 - 1915    R.C. Somervell 1915 - 1916    R. Doble 
1916 - 1917    C. Badeley  1917 - 1918    W. Burns  
1918 - 1919    C. Fisher                    1919 - 1926    W.J. Dinnison 
1926 - 1927    C.G. Broberg 1927 - 1929    G.F. Murray 
1929 - 1930    C.K. Sharp  1930 - 1931    S.C. Hay  
1931 - 1934    P.E. Whitelaw            1934 - 1935    S. Edwards  
1935 - 1940    A. Siddall                1940 - 1943    W.J. Dinnison 
1943 - 1946    K.H. Robertson 1946 - 1948    F.E. Hemmingson 
1948 - 1949    A.G. Putt                    1949 - 1952    P.R. Jacombs 
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1952 - 1955    J.T. Blackie  1955 - 1956    J.D.T. Ryan 
1956 - 1958    P.R. Jacombs 1958 - 1959    J.R. Street  
1959 - 1960    I.J. Robinson             1960 - 1961    W.T. Percival 
1961 - 1962    D.F. Percival 1962 - 1969    N.B. Darrow 
1969 - 1970    R. Schnauer 1970 - 1971    B. Cheshire  
1971 - 1974    P. Fitzgerald              1974 - 1975    M.J. Simpson 
1975 - 1985    R.S. Harvey  1985 - 1990    C.E. Speakman 
1990 - 1997    S. Clerk               1997 - 1999    C.E.Speakman 
1999 - 2000    S. Gallaugher            2000 - 2002    R.S. Harvey 
2002 - 2003    C.E. Speakman 2003 - 2004    B.C. Haggitt 
2004 - 2010    R. Eddowes  2010 - 2012    C.E. Speakman 
2012 – 2015   T. Bassett                  2015 -             G.S. James 
 
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN 
 
JUNIORS      
   
2008 - 12    T. Bassett              2012 - 14    R. Osborne   
2014 – 16 PR Speakman                2016 – 2021 JEG Boucher 
2021 – G McCullough  
 
Seniors   
2008 - 11    B.C. Winger      2011 - 12    M. Willacy 
2012 - 14    P.A. Horne      2014 - 15    R.M. Smith  
2015 - 17    V. Bhamidapaty    2017 - 19    S.G. Wood 
2020 – 21   P.B. Hickman/G Ratnasabapathy  
 

CLUB CAPTAIN 
 
1926 - 1929    H. Duncan  1929 - 1930    A.G. Aitken  
1930 - 1933    R.W. Stehr                 1933 - 1935    H.G. Vivian  
1935 - 1937    L. Vogtherr  1937 - 1939    A.K. McLean 
1939 - 1940    S.C. Hay  1940 - 1942    J.A. Forsman 
1942 - 1943    K.H. Robertson          1943 - 1951    J.A. Forsman 
1951 - 1953    J.V.R. McLean  1953 - 1955    J.T. Blackie 
1955 - 1956    R.J. Booker   1956 - 1957    K.F. Mayn  
1957 - 1961    J.T.D. Ryan                1961 - 1963    E.D. Giles  
1963 - 1964    I.T. Robinson  1964 - 1967    P.A. Badley 
1967 - 1969    E.D. Giles   1969 - 1971    J.A. Hoole  
1971 - 1972    J. Hutchinson       1972 - 1973    M.J. Simpson  
1973 - 1974    W. Middleton 1974 - 1975    B.W. Hutchinson 
1975 - 1976    CG. Barnes  1976 - 1977    J. Burton  
1977 - 1979    R.D. Bennett              1979 - 1981    G.S. Okey  
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1982 - 1983    G. Laird  1983 - 1989    R. Brasell 
1989 - 1993    D. Sutcliffe  1993 - 1997    J. Duncan  
1997 - 1998    D. Sutcliffe                 1998 - 1999    A. Hobson  
1999 - 2000    J. McIntosh  2000 - 2003    M.S. McMillin 
2003 - 2004    D. Minhinnick 2004 - 2006    M.S. McMillin 
2006 - 2009    E. Pickmere               2009 - 2010    M.A. Turner  
2010 - 2011    C.J. Urry  2011 - 2012    M. Willacy 
2012 - 2013    J. Mar  2013 - 2015    J.M.M. Bevin/G. 
Harper jnr     
2015 - 2016    B.J. Horne                  2016 – 2020   P.B. Hickman 
2020 – 2021   A. Haran                     2021 – D Van Deventer/R 
Macmillan 

 

NATIONAL HONOURS 

 

MEMBERS WHO HAVE ATTAINED 
INTERNATIONAL SELECTION / 

REPRESENTATION 
 
IJ Mills       W Robertson  Hugh B Lusk  
EL Wright Harold B Lusk                    C Olliff   
FR Mason EV Sale   RC Somervell  
EG McLeod          HG Vivian  PE Whitelaw  
WM Wallace B Sutcliffe  JA Hayes 
GO Rabone WR Playle  RW Morgan  
TW Jarvis R Edwards*                        TJ Franklin  
SR Tracy EC Drumm  LRVS Harford  
MH Richardson    AC Parore  P Vujnovich**  
CS Martin SB Styris  RJ Kember 
NJ Browne GJ Hopkins  TG McIntosh  
SM Bullen VJ Lind                                BP Martin MS 
Chapman ***     LH Ferguson   WER Somerville 
        For New Zealand except for :  * R Edwards – Australia,  ** P Vujnovich – 
Croatia, ***MS Chapman – Hong Kong and New Zealand 
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NEW ZEALAND CRICKET HONOURS 
 

PLAYERS’ AWARDS: 
 

REDPATH CUP WINNERS (NZ’s Outstanding 1st Class 
Batsman) 

1920/21    AH Anthony* 1933/34    HG Vivian
 1934/35    PE Whitelaw 1936/37    PE Whitelaw 

1938/39    WM Wallace 1946/47    B Sutcliffe
 1947/48    B Sutcliffe 1948/49    B Sutcliffe 

1949/50    B Sutcliffe# 1950/51    B Sutcliffe#
 1953/54    B Sutcliffe# 2002/03    MH Richardson 

*AH (Tony) Anthony was the inaugural winner of the Redpath Cup     # Bert 
Sutcliffe – whilst playing for Otago  

 
WINSOR CUP WINNERS (NZ’s Outstanding 1st Class 

Bowler) 
1952/53    GO Rabone 1957/58    JA Hayes

 2005/06    CS Martin 2006/07    CS Martin 
 2007/08    CS Martin 2010/11    CS Martin 

*Chris Martin first won the Winsor Cup in 2003/04 prior to joining 
Parnell. His 5 wins place him 2nd to Sir Richard Hadlee’s 13 wins. 

 
SIR RICHARD HADLEE MEDAL (Supreme award to the most 
meritorious player) 

2010/11    CS Martin* 
*Chris Martin was the inaugural winner of the Sir Richard Hadlee Medal 

 

ADMINISTRATORS’ AWARDS: 
 

BEST WOMEN’S INITIATIVE  
2010/11  Leanne Mayhew and Sarah Fyfe – 

Establishment of Junior Girls cricket at Corran and other schools. 
 
 BEST YOUTH INITIATIVE 
 2013/14  Tom Bassett – for producing Parnell CC’s 
“Parent Coaching Manual” 
 
 NZ CRICKET’S VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR  
 2015/16  Bryan Haggitt 
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NZCs volunteer of the year 2015/16 Bryan Haggitt with one of our Blackcaps Mark 

Chapman 
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AUCKLAND CRICKET’S 

AWARDS 

 
             

 

CLUB OF THE YEAR – SIMMONDS AND 
OSBORNE TROPHY 

THE OVERALL A.C.A. CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP  
 

Awarded to Parnell CC in 2020/21 for the 2nd year in succession 
 

1905-06 (inaugural, joint with City, Grafton & North Shore CCs), 
1909-10, 1933-34, 1947-48, 1959-60*, 1992-93, 2019-20,  2020/21 

* as part of Eastern Districts CC 
 

MEN: 
 

THE HEDLEY HOWARTH TROPHY  -  MEN’S 
PREMIER GRADE, TWO DAY, MAJOR 

CHAMPIONSHIP 
 

1894-1895,  1895-1896 (jointly),  1898-1899 (jointly),  1902-1903,  
1903-1904, 1909-1910,  1911-1912, 1922-1923, 

1926-1927 (jointly),  1929-1930,  1932-1933,  1933-1934,  1942-
1943,  1944-1945,  1947-1948, 1948-1949, 

1957-1958,  1965-1966,  2014 -15,  2019 - 20 
 
Note:  1898 to 1912      District Scheme (as Parnell District CC)    1952 to 
1966      District Scheme (as part of Eastern Districts CC) 
 

 
 

JEFF CROWE CUP  -  PREMIER GRADE, LIMITED 
OVERS, CHAMPIONSHIP 

 
2009-2010,          2012-2013,           2018-19,          2020/21 
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ALLAN THOMPSON MEMORIAL TROPHY 
for Runner-up in the Hedley Howarth Trophy, Two Day 

Championship  

 
!951-52,1956-57*,1966-67**, 1969-70, 2000-01, 2001-02, 2004-05, 

2013/14, 2015/16 & 2016/17, 2020/21 
*As part of Eastern Districts CC   **Jointly with 

Papatoetoe CC 
 
 

GROSVENOR CUP 
Umpires’ award to the Best All Round Men’s Premier Team 

 
1948/49, 1950/51, 1951/52, 1952/53 (jointly with Middlemore CC), 

1961/62*, 1963/64*,  
2009/10, 2015/16, 2017/18, 2018/19  

*As part of Eastern Districts CC 
 

 

SPIRIT OF CRICKET AWARD 
An award by the Umpires to the Premier Grade team that abides most 

closely to the ‘Spirit of Cricket” 

 
2009-10 (inaugural winner),  2012-13,  2014-15,  2017/18,  2020/21 

 

WOMEN:   Some seasons Parnell combined with other clubs ie 

Takapuna or played as North East being Parnell and Ellerslie  
  

ASB BANK - OVERALL CHAMPIONSHIP 

 
2009/10 North East 

Note: inaugurated in 2006/07 and presented annually till 2018/19. 
This trophy was not awarded in 2019/20 or 2020/21  

 

 
 

PRICHARD CUP – LIMITED OVERS (50) 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
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2002/03 Parnell,  2004/05 Parnell/Takapuna,  2009/10 North East  
 

PEARL DAWSON TROPHY – TWENTY20 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

 
2008/09 North East,  2009/10 North East  

 
  STRINGFELLOW CUP For the most 

improved Women’s Premier Grade Team 
1997/98 Parnell,  2000/01 Parnell,  2008/09 North East,  2009/10  

North East 
 

  KENNEDY CUP   Most catches 

by a Women’s Team 
1997/98 Parnell,  2002/03  Parnell,  2004/05 Parnell/Takapuna,  

2005/06 Parnell/Takapuna,  2006/07 Parnell/Takapuna,   
2008/09 North East 

Note: No Awards for either Stringfellow or Kennedy Cups in 
2020/21 – ACA advises these trophies are  

to be replaced with awards more appropriate to the modern game. 
    

AUCKLAND CRICKET – INDIVIDUAL AWARDS: 
 

AUCKLAND PLAYER OF THE YEAR 

For Men: John Bentham Morris Memorial Trophy 

 MEN:  RW Morgan 1978/79, WER Somerville  
2018/19 
 WOMEN: A McKee      1997/98, E Drumm  2001/02,  
V Lind  2004/05, 2005/06, 2008/09, M Murphy  2006/07 

 

RIDINGS CUP 

Highest score on Eden Park during the Season 
 

B Sutcliffe 1948/49, WM Wallace 1952/52, 1953/54, GO Rabone 
1954/55, WR Playle 1960/61, TW Jarvis 1967/68, RW Morgan 
1968/69. 1969/70, 1978/79, TJ Franklin 1981/82, TG McIntosh  
2000/01, 2002/03, 2007/08, 2010/11, MS Chapman 2019/20 
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Note: No Award by ACA for 2020/21 though note BJ Horne’s 
innings of 162, see below: 

 

  
 

Ben Horne – on the way to scoring 162 on Eden Park no. 2, 
Auckland vs Otago, Plunket Shield, 20-23 Oct. 2020 (photo Ed.) 

 
MERV WALLACE BAT  -  For Premier Coach of the Year 

 

IS Trott  2007-08 & 2014-15,  IC West  2019-20 

 

LAURIE SCHNAUER CUP  -  Men’s Premier Grade - 

Players’ Player of the Year 

 

MA Turner  2007-08,   TG McIntosh  2014-15  &  2015-16 
 

NESSIE HAMMOND CUP  -  For the most runs in Women’s 

Premier Grade 
 

LRVS Harford  1996-97, AM McKee  1997-98, E Drumm  2002-03, 
MP Murphy  2006-07, Y Kareem  2019-20 

 

WN CARSON MEMORIAL CUP  -  For Outstanding 

Services to Cricket 
 

JA Hayes 1957-58,  WR Playle 1960-61,  RW Morgan 1978-79,  JC 
Richards 2001-02,  MS McMillin 2004-05,   

BC Haggitt 2006-07,  JS Goodger  2012-13,  RM Smith  2014-15 
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